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•  Distributed throughout Northern 
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The numbers say it all.
Whether you want to put on a successful event or find the 

hot ticket, My805Tix is your local source for everything tickets. 
Reach out now to info@My805Tix.com for information.

D
espite being overwhelmed right now with information 

on how to slow the spread of coronavirus, and though 

we’re all facing an uncertain future, we at the Sun 

were able to look at the past with a little misty-eyed 

nostalgia. Today’s our birthday. We’re turning 20. The 

pandemic doesn’t change the fact that we’ve been covering 

news, arts, and entertainment in the Santa Maria area for 

two decades. But it feels like the world is saying, “Welcome to 

adulthood, Sun. It’s your birthday, now get to work.” We had 

to make some grown-up decisions to best use the space we 

have amid the crisis, so we’re cutting our calendar and music 

sections, the film section has been customized to reflect theater closures, Eats is smaller, and we’re 

pausing our cover stories—for now. 

 You’ll get COVID-19 coverage, but first, we took some time to celebrate our formative years in 

our last cover story, per se. Editor Camillia Lanham introduces our retrospective [8]; and I sat 

down with our newest staff writer, Malea Martin, to talk about journalism now and since I joined 

the staff 20 years ago [8]. You can also read words from Sun founder Steve Moss [10]; look at 20 

years’ worth of Santa Maria’s downtown planning [13]; hear from former Managing Editor Amy 

Blasco (nee Asman) as she reflects on her tenure [14]; read former Editor Ryan Miller’s passion 

for telling stories that matter [15]; and revisit more of North County’s storied past [15].   

 Also this week, read about how the county is helping the homeless avoid contracting COVID-19 [16], 

the local podcast that gives film buffs a chance to geek out [24], a Solvang gallery that’s extending 

its Rembrandt exhibit in hopes people can see it soon [26], and the challenges Cuyama is 

overcoming to feed its community [30]. 

Andrea Rooks

associate editor
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US: We paused our 
COVID-19 coverage just long enough to blow 
out 20 candles on the Sun’s birthday cake. 
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              Stay tuned to www.AmericanMelodrama.com

Thank you for supporting us for the past 45 years! 
We are temporarily closed through the Covid-19 crisis.

When we get through this, and we will,
we’re going to need some laughs.

We’ll be here.

Check out our social media pages and our website for
up-to-date information on when we can re-open, 
and stay tuned for special deals that may pop up.

In the meantime, take care of yourselves and each other.  
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Supervisors approve cannabis 
farm west of Buellton
 Nearly a year after the Santa Barbara County 
Planning and Development Department 
approved plans for a cannabis farm on Highway 
246 about a mile west of Buellton, the project 
has received a final stamp of approval from 
supervisors following a lengthy appeal process. 
 The county Planning and Development 
Department first approved the plans for Busy 
Bee’s Organics, which farmers Sara Rotman 
and Nate Diaz own and operate, in May 2019. 
But the decision was appealed to the Planning 
Commission, which debated the project over 
the course of two meetings before unanimously 
approving the project at a meeting in 
November 2019. 
 The Santa Barbara County Coalition for 
Responsible Cannabis, a group of residents that 
has pushed back on numerous local cannabis 
projects and called for stricter regulations, 
appealed the commission’s decision to the 
county Board of Supervisors. The board—
absent 4th District Supervisor Peter Adam, 
who didn’t attend the meeting—unanimously 
approved plans for the project at its March 17 
meeting. For Rotman, this vote put an end to a 
lengthy process.
 “We’re thrilled that this long path to our 
final, unanimous approval is over,” Rotman 
said in an emailed statement to the Sun. “The 
supervisors did a tremendous job giving the 
public a voice during this difficult time, and 
we’re grateful for their dedication and diligence. 
Now we’re ready to get back to farming.”
 The coalition, represented by attorney Marc 
Chytilo, argued that the odor abatement plan 
proposed for the project wasn’t strong enough. 
The group also claimed that the project will 
cause environmental impacts that weren’t 
considered in the environmental impact review 
the county completed when first drafting its 
cannabis cultivation ordinance. The group, and 
other cannabis opponents in the Santa Ynez 

Valley, have claimed that a concentration of 
cannabis farms proposed in the valley could 
create conflicts with existing agriculture 
operations.
 Rotman and Diaz also appealed the Planning 
Commission’s approval of their project, 
because they felt some of the conditions the 
commission added to their permit would 
hinder their ability to operate. 
 This includes a requirement the commission 
added to the project that would have prevented 
Rotman and Diaz from drying any cannabis 
on-site. The commission also created a 
condition that would have required the director 
of the county Planning and Development 
Department to review the project in two 
years and report back to the commission 
on any conflicts with nearby agricultural 
operations that have occurred during 
that time. In its approval of the project, 
the board removed these and other more 
stringent requirements.
 While discussing the merits of the 
project—which includes the cultivation 
of 22 acres of cannabis, including 5 acres 
grown under hoop houses—1st District 
Supervisor Das Williams commended it 
as an example for other farms to follow. 
 “We want projects that are choosing 
to do something that makes sure their 
operation is compatible visually with the 
aesthetic of the valley,” Williams said.
 While also acknowledging the care 
Rotman and Diaz have taken to create a 
farm that blends in with the surrounding 
landscape, 3rd District Supervisor Joan 
Hartmann said that because this is 
the first outdoor project the board has 
considered, it raises numerous questions 
about flaws in the county’s ordinance. 
The board is slated to hear appeals over 
other cannabis projects in the Santa Ynez 
Valley in the coming months.
 “I don’t think it’s fair to put the whole 
burden on this single project, but I do 
think that now that we see these projects 

coming before us, one-by-one, we see the flaws 
in the ordinance and I’m committed to trying 
to fix them,” Hartmann said. 
 Last July, the board asked the Planning 
Commission to look at potential amendments 
in the county’s existing ordinance that could 
mitigate cannabis odor and other potential 
conflicts. So far this year the commission has 
held numerous meetings on this topic, and 
is prioritizing pursuing stricter odor control 
measures. 

—Zac Ezzone

• On March 22, Gov. Gavin Newsom announced that 
President Donald Trump approved California’s request 
for a presidential Major Disaster Declaration to bolster 
California’s COVID-19 emergency response efforts, 
according to a press release. “The declaration will 
supplement our state’s comprehensive COVID-19 surge 
planning and make vital resources available,” Newsom 
said in the release. “We appreciate the quick response 
and partnership from the White House.” The declaration 
makes federal funding “available to state, tribal, and 
local governments for emergency protective measures, 
including direct federal assistance, and makes funding 
available for crisis counseling for impacted individuals,” 
the release states. On March 21, the governor also issued 
an executive order that seeks to expand capacity in 
California health care facilities. 

• Assemblymember Jordan Cunningham (R-San Luis 
Obispo) stated in a March 15 Facebook post that people 
who can’t work due to school closures, reduced hours, 
or the need to care for a family member as a result of 
COVID-19 may be eligible for disability or unemployment 
insurance through the state. 

• Gov. Gavin Newsom issued an executive order on March 
16 that “authorizes local governments to halt evictions 
for renters and homeowners, slows foreclosures, and 
protects against utility shut-offs for Californians affected 
by COVID-19,” according to a press release. State Sen. 
Hannah-Beth Jackson (D-Santa Barbara) voiced her 
support of the governor’s executive order in a March 17 
Facebook post, stating, “No one should be forced from their 
home because of #COVID19.”

• In a March 16 Facebook post, Assemblymember 
Monique Limón (D-Santa Barbara) announced her 
support of two California Senate bills in response to 
COVID-19: Senate Bills 89 and 117. SB 89 “appropriates 
up to $1 billion to disaster response due to the COVID-19 
pandemic and works towards strategies to assist small 
businesses, individuals, and nonprofits experiencing 
economic hardship due to the virus,” Limón wrote in the 
Facebook post. SB 117 “ensures that local educational 
agencies receive funding during the COVID-19 emergency 
and allows local educational agencies to continue 
providing educational options to their students,” she 
wrote. Assemblymember Jordan Cunningham (R-San 
Luis Obispo) echoed his support for the unanimously 
passed bills in a March 16 Facebook post as well. “Our 
priority over the last 72 hours has shifted from ensuring 
our kids continue to receive food during school closures 
to ensuring that Central Coast residents take seriously 
the warnings of our public health professionals. We must 
work together to lessen the impact of COVID-19 on our 
neighbors, our vulnerable populations, and our health 
care system,” he wrote.

• On March 18, Gov. Gavin Newsom issued an executive 
order to protect California’s most vulnerable populations. 
The order extends the eligibility period for important safety 
net services, waiving eligibility redeterminations for 90 
days for Californians who participate in Medi-Cal health 
coverage, CalFresh food assistance, CalWORKS, Cash 
Assistance Program for Immigrants (CAPI), and In-Home 
Supportive Services (IHSS). “These social safety net 
programs are so important for families—especially during 
this crisis,” Newsom said in a press release. “We don’t 
want Californians who rely on these services to lose them.”

• U.S. Rep. Salud Carbajal (D-Santa Barbara) announced 
his support for the Families First Coronavirus Response 
Act, which overwhelmingly passed in the House of 
Representatives with a bipartisan vote on March 13. “This 
bill supports our communities and helps ensure people 
don’t suffer for being sick, missing work, or caring for their 
loved ones,” Carbajal wrote in a Facebook post. The bill 
ensures free testing for coronavirus, puts $1 billion toward 
food assistance efforts, safeguards Medicaid benefits, 
gives states the ability to provide unemployment benefits, 
and establishes paid leave. m

Political Watch

S P O T L I G H T  1 6

BRIEFS

NEWS continued page 7

FILE PHOTO COURTESY BUSY BEE’S ORGANICS

FINAL APPROVAL: After a lengthy appeal process, the county Board of Supervisors approved Busy Bee’s Organics, a cannabis farm on Highway 246 about a mile west of Buellton, during its March 17 meeting. 
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WeekendWeather

Microclimate Weather Forecast
Dave Hovde

KSBY Chief Meteorologist

Showers wrap up after Thursday, doesn’t look 
like rain after that into April.
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Any Dental Treatment

OFF

   FREE DIGITAL X-RAYS

   FREE EXAM 

   FREE SECOND OPINION

NEW 
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SPECIAL

 Valid government issued photo ID and checking account required to 
get financing on approved credit. 2. $100 off dental services when you 
purchase dental services with combined ARV (actual retail value) of 
$300 or more. Valid for new patients and once per person. Offer is not 
redeemable for cash or credit. Valid on non covered services only. 

Does not include crown, abutment or bone graft. Does not apply to 
past purchases. There may be future costs based on diagnosis. 

$99
Get Started Braces 

$99 “Get Started” Braces 2.9% APR on approved credit. 
Average estimated cost of $6,351 based on standard 24-month 
case (does not include finance charges or any other discounts). 
Valid on new, standard orthodontic cases only.  

FREE Exam retail price $124 (ADA Code 150). Digital X-rays retail price 
$186 (ADA Code 210). New cash patients only. There may be future costs 
based on diagnosis.  

FREE

Get Started

JOIN OUR FAMILY AT JOHNSON FAMILY DENTAL TODAY!

Full-Service Dental Care in Santa Maria!
•  Get everything in one place, including Orthodontics!
•  Yes! Most all insurance is accepted
•  Extended hours and same-day emergency appointments
•  Smile now, pay later - 0% financing
•  Save 20 to 40% on all dental services with 
    the OneSmile Dental Plan1

Get Started

OIN OUR FAMILY AT JOHNSON FAMILY DENTAL TODAY!

Full-Service Dental Care in Santa Maria!

•  Extended hours and same-day emergency appointments

805-688-9999
Solvang Office

678 Alamo Pintado Rd

805-623-4228
NEW Santa Maria Office

745 E. Betteravia Rd

225 E. Main St., Santa Maria
805-928-4108

www.fischersjewelry.com

Hand Painted Italian Enamel on Sterling Silver Turquoise Pyramid  
with sparkling pave-set gems

Looking forward to seeing 
you all again soon.

Take good care!

Questions concerning your special 
order, custom design, or repairs?  
Please email Fischersjewelry@verizon.net  

or leave a message 805-928-4108 

WOULD YOU LIKE A SCHOOL WITH MORE FLEXIBILITY?

Family Partnership Charter School provides multiple learning options, fl exible 
scheduling and skilled teachers who encourage and support your success!

Now Enrolling. Tuition Free!
Blended Learning & Independent Study

Solvang Center: Grades 6-12 
Santa Maria Montessori: Grades K-5
Orcutt Learning Center: Grades 6-12
SLO Center: Grades 6-12
Morro Bay Montessori: Grades K-5 

Bringing the best together for student success!  |  www.fpcharter.org  |  (805) 348-3333

Tesla Powerwall certi�ed installer. Rebate subject to change. CSLB#391670

SOLAR + BATTERY.
SAVINGS + SECURITY.

805.466.5595

PREPARE FOR
POWER OUTAGES

with

Up to 50% rebate & tax credit

An anthology of 14 science fiction
short stories written by H.W. Moss

Cover illustration by Steve Moss

Published by 
NetNovels.com
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Limit one Save to Win Share Certificate per consumer member. The account is not available to businesses, including 
sole proprietors, trusts and organizations. Consumer member must be 18 years or older and a resident of California 
to participate in the Save to Win Savings Promotion. No purchase necessary. 12-month Share Certificate account will 
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term. Must maintain an average daily balance of $25 for the account to remain open. Winners agree to permit SES-
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Federally insured by NCUA, a U.S. government agency. 

805.543.1816    SESLOC.ORG
VISIT US IN SANTA MARIA AT 

 2506 SOUTH BROADWAY

For every $25 deposited into a 12-month Save to Win 
share certificate, you’ll be entered into a monthly 
and quarterly prize drawing for a chance to win 

up to $5,000 (up to 10 entries per month).

Start saving now for annual expenditures, 
your next vacation or an unexpected emergency.  

Help relieve stress as you earn generous dividends on
your savings. Plus, you could also win a cash prize!

NEW MEMBER? JOIN ONLINE!
Or open your account at your nearest branch. 

Learn more at sesloc.org/save-to-win.

$25 minimum opening deposit. See rates at sesloc.org/rates.

A NEW WAY TO SAVE

To our loyal readers,
 We want to update you on the New Times’ and the 
Sun’s plans for COVID-19 (coronavirus). We also want 
to address any questions you may have regarding our 
operations, delivery options, and more.
 First and foremost, our hearts go out to those in our 
community and beyond who have been impacted by the 
virus. The health and well-being of our community is 
of great importance and we will continually review and 
update our actions in accordance with new information 
from the CDC and local authorities.
 It is times like these where we feel grateful for our 
family of clients and readers, and we cannot thank you 
enough for your continued loyalty. From our family to 
yours, we wish for the best in these challenging times 
and for the health and well-being of our clients, readers, 
and community. We’re grateful for the decades of fun 
and information New Times has brought to our lives and 
know this challenging time is just a bump in the road.
 We’re also here for you to tell the stories from our 
community. Please feel free to share any local notable 
news, ideas, stories, events, images, or positive actions 
deriving from our current nationwide crisis. You can 
send them slothevirus@newtimesslo.com.

 We are committed to continue providing weekly 
coverage of San Luis Obispo County. Yet, our offices 
will be closed to the general public.
 If you wish to publish a Legal Notice, paperwork 
can be submitted through email or fax. Payment with 
credit card can be called in or payment with check can 
be put in the mail.
 Email: phorton@newtimesslo.com, Fax : 805-546-
8641, Address: 1010 Marsh St., SLO, CA 93401
 Please call for further instructions or with any 
questions 805-546-8208.
 If you wish to speak with our Editorial department, 
please call 805-546-8208 ext 228.
 If you wish to advertise please call 805-546-8208 ext. 
221.
 For all other inquiries, please call 805-347-1968 and 
you will be directed to the appropriate department.

 We will continue to publish our newspaper as usual 
and are committed to keeping the public informed. We 
appreciate your understanding and wish you all good 
health.

Thank you so much,
New Times Media Group Staff
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Filling out the census 
is easier than ever, but 
COVID-19 closures may affect 
completion rates
 For the first time, the 2020 census can be 
completed online, making it easier than ever 
to fill out this once-a-decade demographics 
gauge—which, according to city officials, 
secures around $2,000 of federal funding 
for each counted citizen. But as of March 
19, some of the main avenues for promoting 
census completion are affected by the Santa 
Barbara County Public Health Department’s 
order to close all nonessential businesses in 
response to COVID-19.
 “We were paying for ads at all of the local 
movie theaters, before every movie, at both 
of the theaters,” Santa Maria City Public 
Information Manager Mark van de Kamp 
told the Sun. “That was running probably 
around 100 times per day and getting good 
exposure.”
 The city also paid for local radio 
advertising, which will continue to run 
despite coronavirus related closures across 
the county, van de Kamp said. But in 
addition to advertising efforts, another key 
piece of census outreach involved assistance 
kiosks in local spaces that have now closed to 
mitigate the spread of the virus.
 “We were also going to have tables at 
the City Hall, in our library, and at Allan 
Hancock College,” van de Kamp said.
 These questionnaire assistance centers and 
kiosks are manned by a staff member from 
an outside agency to help locals navigate 
the census and provide bilingual assistance 
materials, according to van de Kamp. 
 “Given that a lot of places have to close for 
social distancing, those plans are not going 
to be taking effect to the extent that they 
otherwise would have,” van de Kamp said.
 To combat the effect these closures could 
have on census completion, van de Kamp 
said that the city is working with the local 
movie theaters to do digital, text message-
based outreach in lieu of the originally 
planned movie ads. On March 20, the Census 
Bureau also pushed the census deadline to 
Aug. 14 to encourage completion in light of 
the spreading pandemic. 
 Having also worked on outreach for the 
2010 census, van de Kamp emphasized 
that census completion is far easier this 
time around because citizens can complete 
it online, and even on their mobile 
phones. The Census Bureau sends out 
mailers to households across the nation, 
each containing a unique 12-digit code. 
Each household must enter the code at 
my2020census.gov to access the census. Van 
de Kamp said the questionnaire contains 
only nine questions and takes just a few 
minutes to fill out.
 “It’s to make sure that our community gets 
its fair share of federal funds,” van de Kamp 
said. “Each person that is counted will be 
around $2,000 per year in federal funding 
that comes back into the community. It also 
has to do with political representation. If 
there’s an undercount in the city, the county, 
or statewide … California may lose one to two 
congressional seats and lose political power.”
 Van de Kamp also stated that the census 
does not ask any questions about citizenship 
status, as it seeks a true population count 
regardless of documentation status. 
 “The census is safe,” he said. “The 
information is not shared by the census with 
any agency.”

—Malea Martin

Supervisors approve eviction 
moratorium during COVID-19 
pandemic
 Santa Barbara County residents anxious 
about their ability to pay rent during the 
COVID-19 pandemic have received some 
relief through a moratorium on evictions now 
in place in the unincorporated areas of the 
county.
 At its March 24 meeting, the board 
unanimously approved an urgency ordinance 
that temporarily prohibits any evictions 
involving people who have lost income 
or taken on substantial medical expenses 
because of COVID-19. This item was 
placed on the board’s agenda for its March 
24 meeting at the request of 1st District 
Supervisor Das Williams and 2nd District 
Supervisor Gregg Hart, according to a news 
release from their offices.
 “If there were a large number of 
evictions, we would either have more people 
congregating as homeless or more people 
congregating in the homes of friends and 
families,” Williams said during the meeting. 
“That is not a good thing for limiting the 
spread of coronavirus.”
 According to a staff report for the item, 
under this ordinance, tenants would still be 
required to pay rent and landlords would still 
maintain the ability to recover rent that’s due 
to them in the future. But this measure would 
prevent landlords from evicting tenants 
during the pandemic.
 The board received a few public comment 
letters from residents urging the supervisors 
to adopt the ordinance. In one, Lenora Walter 
said she’s a lifelong county resident who 
works three jobs in the wine, restaurant, and 
bar industries. She said that because of the 
pandemic, she’s temporarily out of work.
 “Before the crisis I intended to finish up 
my high-level wine certification course and 
go to graduate school next year,” Walter said 
in her letter. “Now I am terrified that I will 
be unable to pay my half of rent (I live with 
a roommate) and default this month—and I 
definitely will next month.”
 The board also received letters from 
some smaller landlords who said they rely 
on tenants’ rental payments as their only 
source of income. In a letter to the board, the 
Santa Barbara Association of Realtors said it 
supports this ordinance, but suggested some 
additional language to further clarify that 
nothing in this ordinance relieves tenants 
of paying rent as well as a suggestion that 
tenants must begin paying back rent they owe 
in the first month after the ordinance expires.
 “We suggest these modifications to make the 
ordinance clearer for the public … . There are 
landlords who rely on the rent from tenants 
for their mortgage payments and/or their own 
survival,” the letter states. “Deferring rent 
affects everyone and as such both sides of the 
transaction need to be addressed.”
 The ordinance remains in effect until the 
end of May or until the county terminates 
its local health emergency proclamation, 
which was announced on March 12. As of 
March 24, 19 people in the county had tested 
positive for COVID-19, while 229 people have 
tested negative and 245 results are pending, 
according to the county Public Health 
Department.
 The vote on this ordinance comes about 
a week after Gov. Gavin Newsom issued an 
executive order on March 16 that made it 
easier for local governments to pass these 
types of eviction moratoriums.
 “People shouldn’t lose or be forced out 
of their homes because of the spread of 
COVID-19,” Newsom said in a news release. 

“Over the next few weeks, everyone will 
have to make sacrifices, but a place to live 
shouldn’t be one of them.”

—Zac Ezzone

Oil spill into the Cuyama River 
exposes the risks of trucking 
oil, environmentalists say 
 A tanker truck containing thousands of 
gallons of crude oil overturned on Highway 
166 March 21, resulting in an oil spill into 
the Cuyama River, Santa Barbara County 
Fire Department Public Information Officer 
Daniel Bertucelli told the Sun. 
 The truck involved with the accident is 
from Petrol Transport Inc., a California crude 
oil transport company, California Department 
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Public 
Information Officer Eric Laughlin confirmed.
 The county fire department’s construction 
division came onto the scene Saturday to 
create underflow dams to help mitigate the 
situation. Additionally, a unified command 
was formed to oversee cleanup operations 
including the county fire department, the 
CDFW, the Environmental Protection 
Agency, and the oil trucking company in 
question. 
 “We put pipes in the riverbed to allow the 
water to flow through the pipe,” Berticelli 
explained. “Then we built a dam on top of 
those pipes, which causes a containment pool. 
We put an oil containment boom in that pool. 
As the water dams up, the oil stays on the 
surface with the boom, and then the clean 
water underneath is able to continue to flow 
down the river. Then we have vacuum trucks 
that come in and skim the oil off the surface.”
 Recent rainy weather conditions posed a 
potential roadblock to these containment 
methods, but Laughlin told the Sun that the 
containment boom held up well despite the 
rain.
 However, even with the unified command’s 
best efforts, total recovery from oil spills like 
this one is not possible, according to Center 
for Biological Diversity’s Oceans Program 
Litigation Director Kristen Monsell.
 “We’re still monitoring the situation and 
still learning the details, but it’s impossible 
to clean up all the oil that spills in situations 
like this,” Monsell told the Sun. “The 
area is home to species who are listed as 
threatened and endangered under the federal 
Endangered Species Act that are already 
struggling to survive, and this is just another 
threat to their survival.”
 Laughlin said that as of March 23, a 
Western pond turtle and a belted kingfisher, 
a type of bird, were recovered alive from the 
spill and are receiving veterinary care and 
cleaning at Pacific Wildlife Care in Morro 
Bay. The Western pond turtle is currently 
under review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service to be potentially added to the federal 
endangered species list, according to the 
Environmental Conservation Online System.
 After 142,800 gallons of oil spilled into the 
ocean during the 2015 Refugio oil spill, oil 
drilling off the coast of Santa Barbara County 
was shut down. But in 2019, ExxonMobil 
proposed to restart three offshore drilling 
platforms, as well as put up to 70 oil 
transportation trucks per day on “windy, 
hazardous coastal highways,” Monsell 
said. She pointed to Saturday’s oil spill as 
reasoning to halt ExxonMobil’s proposal. 
 “It’s just one example on a very long 
list of why transporting oil is inherently 
dangerous,” Monsell said. “It highlights why 
Exxon’s proposal is so dangerous.” m

—Malea Martin
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NEWS from page 4

The Maxim in Real Estate

This ad provided by:
(805) 937-1766

FOSTER • SPONSOR • VOLUNTEER • DONATE
Anyone can help!

(805) 878-0807

Can I crash 
on your couch 
for awhile?
Ask us about our 
Foster Program

Mimi has been through a lot 
after a car hit her in Nipomo, and 
we decided to rescue this sweet 
dog two years ago. First she had 
two oral surgeries to fi x shattered 
teeth, then orthopedic surgery to 
fi x her broken leg and remove 
mammary tumors, which turned 
out to be cancer. After two years 
of detailed and expensive tests 
every 3 months to watch for the 
return of the cancer, we are now 
extremely happy that she is most 
likely cancer free. Next up was 
hip surgery last October with a 
very long and hard rehabilitation 
in Santa Barbara twice a week, still ongoing. What’s next? Unfortunately, two 
days ago we were given the news that Mimi has an exposed pulp molar that 
needs to be addressed by a canine dental specialist immediately. At this time 
we are asking for donations to once again help Mimi in her time of need. Mimi 
has been through a lot, but remains a sweet dog with many many years left 
to play and run. If you would like to make a tax-deductible donation to Mimi, 
please mail to P.O. Box 2952, Orcutt, CA 93457 or through Paypal on our 
website listed below.

PO Box 2952, Orcutt, CA 93457
www.centralcoastspca.org

Email: centralcoastSPCA@yahoo.com

Mimi

Adoptable Pets of the Week

Adoption Center Hours
Wed - Sun, 11 am - 6 pm

AD PROVIDED BY

1687 West Stowell Rd • Santa Maria
(805) 349-3435 • www.smvhs.org

All animals are health checked, spayed/neutered, 
vaccinated and microchipped.

(805) 878-0807

Simba
AGE: 3 Year  

1 month
BREED: 

Domestic Short 
Hair

SEX: Male
WEIGHT: 9.9 lbs

Sol
AGE:  3 years 
1 month
BREED: 
Domestic Short 
Hair
SEX:  Male
WEIGHT: 12 lbs
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Not every newspaper—daily, weekly, 
alternative, or otherwise—functions quite 
like the Sun does. It’s a 20-year-old paper 

with a freewheeling spirit, a desire to turn over 
rocks, and an awkward relationship with those 
who may feel that this paper is too liberal for 
this conservative town. 
 And we wouldn’t have it any other way. 
 When I arrived at the Sun seven years ago, I 
was anxious to dive deep into the community 
and write stories that could make a difference. 
And what I found was an area rich with culture, 
people, stories, and life—a rural-feeling region 
that grapples with some big city problems. 
 If a journalist can’t find something to write 
about here, maybe this just isn’t the right 
profession for them. Because stories like the 
ones this area has to tell leave a mark on people.
 Stories can change lives—not just of those 
who read them, but of those who write them as 
well. Words can carve a hole into the universe, 
cast doubt, or alter a way of thinking. They 
can be powerful. As powerful, intricate, and 
thought-provoking as the man who founded 
this paper. A man I never met, but I’m told I 

would like. A man who I’ve come to believe was 
inseparable from his papers. 
 His legacy is woven into the stories that the 
Sun continues to publish long after his death. 
And that legacy will hopefully continue on well 
into the future. 
 Steve Moss believed that people could 
congregate within the pages of a newspaper. 
They could have a voice, speak their piece, and 
hear the thoughts of others. A newspaper’s job 
isn’t to be complacent or tell the people what 
they want to hear or what they’ve already heard. 
It’s the opposite. The Sun’s job is not only to give 
a voice to the voiceless, but to say the things that 
are hardest to say to the people who really don’t 
want to hear about it—like, at all.
 And also to deal with the consequences, the 
fallout from stories that people feel the need 
to scold us about as well as the ones we receive 
praise for. That’s how we know our readers care. 
It’s an interdependent relationship. We need you 
and you need us.
 Hopefully, through that process, we can 
leave a more informed community in our wake, 
readers who are armed with information. Not 

just information 
they found in 
their online social 
media feeds, 
favorite national 
news media outlet, 
or emailed in a 
newsletter, but 
information that 
actually matters 
in their everyday 
lives. That affects 
their neighbors, 
children, and city. 
Their schools, 
local government 
agencies, and 
streets. 
 This paper has 
left a mark on me 
as it has all of the journalists who have packaged 
words for its pages. It’s hard not to choke up 
with emotion as I write these words. We are 
currently living through an experience like 
no other, and I honestly don’t know what will 
happen in the coming weeks. It will test us all. 
That’s a fact.
 The Sun is attempting to do its part, 
recording this history in the only way we 
know how, and we will continue to for as long 
as we can, as long as we get support from the 
community that’s always supported us—the 
one we care so deeply about.
 We are dealing with the same uncertainty 

and fear as all of you are. But we know it’s our 
responsibility to capture it, get inside of it, and 
give you the information you need to make 
some tough decisions. And that’s not a burden 
we bear, it’s a burden we embrace. 
 As we head into the unknown, it’s a pleasure 
to look back at the familiar. At those events 
that have transpired and been recorded for 
history’s sake. 
 To celebrate two decades on this earth, we 
reached out to a few familiar faces and into 
the archives to pull out some of the stories that 
mattered. Read on and reminisce. ❍

—Camillia Lanham

BY MALEA MARTIN AND ANDREA ROOKS

In late February 2000, Andrea Rooks 
interviewed to become one of the Sun’s first 
staff writers. She stepped into that role in 

August 2000, when the paper was 4 months 
old. She’s since held the positions of news 
editor, editor, freelancer, proofreader, and 
associate editor. 
 Malea Martin interviewed for the Sun’s staff 
writer position in August 2019, and joined New 
Times Media Group shortly after as the arts 
writer for our sister paper in San Luis Obispo. 
In February, she joined the Sun’s news team as a 
staff writer.
 Malea Martin: I remember reading that Steve 
Moss started the Sun because he saw the need 
for a paper where “everyone could participate.” 
How do you think that goal shaped the paper’s 
formative years? Does it hold up today?
 Andrea Rooks: I love Steve Moss’ vision for 
the paper—I remember that he wanted it to 
be like a community square you could hold in 
your hands. People could share their stories, 
their events, their concerns, their gripes, their 
celebrations, and ask questions and find answers 
all in one place. It was designed to reflect and 
nurture the community. He also started New 
Times, and the Sun is a very different newspaper 
because it’s a very different community from 
San Luis Obispo. I appreciate that the difference 
was valued from the beginning. That vision is 
still holding up—we’ve maintained an online 
presence and an opinion section, and the 
arts section reflects the vibrant goings-on in 

the community. But right now we’re feeling 
the effects of the mandated desertion of our 
community’s public gathering spaces, and I 
know that even now we’ve been adapting as a 
paper to best fill that need going forward.
 To me, a “town square” paper means 
participation that is thought-out and measured. 
But today, it also means lots of “why wasn’t I 
consulted?” comments on the internet. What 
does healthy community participation in a 
newspaper look like to you?
 MM: I’ve always admired that we leave it up 
to the community to opine on local issues in 
our opinion section. But I also think it’s up to 
staff writers like me to consult with as many 
perspectives as I can on my news stories. It’s all 
too easy to write a story that’s factual but still 
effectively biased because it doesn’t actively seek 
out certain voices, sources, or facts. Healthy 
community participation goes beyond just 
listening to the folks who speak up on their 
own—it’s also about finding the people who 
don’t yet realize that their thoughts should be 
included.
 You stepped away from the Sun for a number 
of years, and then came back. Did you notice 
major changes? Were you nostalgic for anything 
from the Sun’s past?
 AR: It was difficult to step away—I had my 
dream job as editor of the paper, and I loved 
it. But it was my other dream to be a full-time 
mom while my daughters were little. I still 

Another trip  
around the Sun
In honor of the Sun’s 20th, our most veteran editor 
and our newest writer sit down to talk about how we 
started and where we’re going

IMAGE COURTESY OF ANDREA ROOKS

OLD-SCHOOL: In honor of the Sun’s 20th birthday, Andrea Rooks dug through her personal archives to find the color proof page 
from her first cover story. Rooks (nee Parker) wrote the article in September 2000, which dug into the controversy surrounding a 
proposition to create state-funded vouchers for kids who attend private school. “We used to tape all our cover proofs to the wall 
above our desks,” she said. “I ran out of space after about five years and started putting them on the ceiling!”

Happy birthday to us
The Sun celebrates 20 years with a look back at some of the 
stories that affected the area, our writers, and us

ANOTHER TRIP from page 10
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Ready. Set. 
Summer!
Soak in the marketing.

Let your business shine in our complete guide 

to this summer season’s amazing variety of 

offerings, entertainment and events!

Your marketing will be livin’ easy with the 

New Times and Sun annual Summer Guide 

pullout — the issue that has it all.

Contact your sales rep today!

SUMMER 
GUIDE
BOOK YOUR AD BY 

5-14-20

5-21-20

PUBLICATION DATE

NEW TIMES MEDIA GROUP 
BY THE NUMBERS

35,000
18,000

NEW TIMES CIRCULATION

SUN CIRCULATION

53%
OF OUR READERS ATTEND 

COMMUNITY EVENTS EACH WEEK

74%
OF OUR READERS REFER TO 
OUR CALENDAR LISTINGS

28%
OF OUR READERS ATTEND 

LIVE CONCERTS EACH MONTH

ADVERTISING@NEWTIMESSLO.COM • 805.546.8208 ADVERTISING@SANTAMARIASUN.COM • 805.347.1968
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freelanced, I came back in 2007 for a while as 
the proofreader, and I was good friends with 
Ryan Miller, the editor during all that time, so 
he kept me in the loop. 
 One of the biggest changes, though, was 
seeing just how easy journalistic tasks had 
become because of the internet—all the 
initial reporting and fact-checking are much 
quicker. I’m still a bit nostalgic how tangible 
news gathering was in the early 2000s—we 
used film cameras, literal paste-up boards, 
and had a courier who drove those pages to 
the printing press. It’s strange to me how old-
school that seems!
 MM: With the ever-changing news and 
media landscape—internetization, the decline 
in print media, the rise in fake news—how 
do you see alternative weeklies like the Sun 
faring? What are the strengths of this type 
of paper that might help it to thrive? What 
challenges will we face?
 AR: Two weeks ago, I would have had a 
completely different answer. I would have gone 
on about how many alt-weeklies have become 
less “alternative,” providing more hard-news 
coverage as more dailies shrink their tangible 
presence in favor of more online-only content. 
It’s been exciting to see how the Sun has 
increased its news coverage and maintained 
a strong ad base and readership. But that 
landscape is changing by the minute because of 
the coronavirus pandemic. Our challenges right 
now are that we’re going to continue feeling 
the entire community’s pain as it’s affected 
economically and socially. We need to keep 
doing all that we do at the paper, but it’s not 
without cost.

 How do you think we can continue to do what 
we do best amid this changing media landscape?
 MM: I once saw Symone Sanders give a talk, 
and she said something about this that stuck 
with me. Someone in the audience asked how 
people are supposed to stay informed when so 
many newspapers put up paywalls. I was fully 
expecting her to give a generic answer about 
how papers are forced to trade accessibility for 
revenue just to stay afloat. Instead, her answer 
was something along the lines of, “Are you 
kidding me? It costs around one dollar a week 
to subscribe to most papers online. I would bet 
that everyone in this room has one dollar to 
spare every week. The news isn’t inaccessible—

people just don’t care enough to read it.” 
 I had always held this sort of pride that the 
Sun doesn’t have a paywall, that we were the 
local champions of free, accessible news. But 
what Sanders said made me reassess why print 
news readership has truly declined. Maybe it’s 
less to do with paywalls, and more with how 
the internet fosters this mindset that access to 
information should not cost a single penny. Do 
our readers, especially younger ones, realize 
that the ads their eyes glaze over in our paper 
are the reason it’s free? 
 Papers should harness social media and other 
ways to dispel information at no cost where 
they can, but I don’t want people to just read 

a headline on 
Facebook and keep 
scrolling. People 
advertise with us 
because of how 
many eyes see our 
print paper—so I 
urge consumers to 
go physically pick 
up their local, free 
alt-weekly, and 
pay the one dollar 
subscription fee for 
their local daily. It 
just might save this 
industry!
 AR: I second 
that!
 MM: When you 
look back, what 
moment from the 
Sun are you most 
proud of?

 AR: It’s definitely the moment I heard, “We’re 
stopping the presses for you.” It was in 2003, 
and I’d gotten an exclusive interview with the 
Santa Maria police chief who’d just been placed 
on administrative leave. There were a lot of 
rumors flying around, and he wouldn’t talk 
to anyone else. I love that moment because it 
encapsulates what a supportive environment 
the Sun is and the support it has in the 
community. We’d been able to build enough 
trust and reputation in the community in three 
short years that the police chief would talk to 
me. I had the full support of my editor and 
the publisher who called the presses. That was 
tremendously exciting as a journalist!
 MM: What is the alt weekly’s duty, especially 
during times of crisis, like what we’re facing 
with the COVID-19 pandemic?
 AR: We’ve always been able to get inside an 
issue that’s maybe already been brought to the 
community’s attention. We ask the questions 
that give deeper insights—when has this 
happened in the past? How can we learn from 
this? Why should people care? It’s our duty and 
our privilege to ask those questions and give 
people access to information that illustrates 
the meaning and impact of local government 
meetings, elections, and current events. Like the 
community plaza Steve Moss envisioned, we’ve 
always been a place where people could get the 
facts and hear each other’s stories. We need such 
places—especially right now. ❍

Staff Writer Malea Martin can be reached 
at mmartin@santamariasun.com. Associate 
Editor Andrea Rooks can be reached at arooks@
newtimesslo.com.

 BY STEVE MOSS

It’s been over 40 years since Santa Maria had a 
weekly newspaper.
We figured that was just about long enough.

 When I say, “we,” I’m referring to all of us at 
New Times, the San Luis Obispo County weekly 
paper I helped launch in 1986. But I’m also 
talking about all our new staffers here at our 
OSH Center offices on South Broadway, who’ve 
been working for months to prepare this first 
issue of the Sun.
 The Sun and New Times are separate 
newspapers owned by the same people. But they 
have a similar purpose: to help 
readers better understand their 
respective communities so they 
can face the challenges ahead 
with confidence and resolve.
 Our mission here at the Sun is 
simple.
 We want to create a portable 
town square that readers can 
hold in their hands each week, 
a place where all viewpoints are invited and 
welcomed. 
 We want the Sun to illuminate every issue 
and event that concerns the Santa Maria Valley 
community, chasing away any shadows of 
ambiguity. 
 Each week in the Sun, we want you to 
rediscover the Santa Maria Valley and all its 
complexities, its issues and concerns, its events 
and celebrations, its people, problems, and 
potential.
 As a weekly paper, we have the advantage 
of what I call “active repose,” a quality 
unattainable by other more fast-paced media.
 Every Friday we’re able to look back at 
the week that was and assist readers in 
understanding the impact of unfolding 

events, then bring a thoughtful 
perspective to the week ahead so 
readers can more readily partake 
of it.
 And just as a homebuyer’s holy 
mantra is “location, location, 
location,” ours is, too—but our 
location is right here, and our 
journalism creed is “local, local, 
local.” 
 The Sun is a local newspaper 
concerned with local people 
and local issues. Our focus is on 

Santa Maria and 
Northern Santa 
Barbara County, 
not on news across 
the nation or 
around the world. 
   And for anyone 
who thinks there’s 
just not enough 
going on in Santa Maria to 

fill a newspaper—an absurd comment we’ve 
heard too often from naysayers these many 
months—I invite them to turn to any page in 
this premiere issue so they can see just how 
wrong they are.
 The Sun is the Santa Maria Valley’s 
newspaper, created by people who love Santa 
Maria—the land it occupies, the residents 
who call it home, its tumultuous history, 
and its unique role here on 
California’s Central Coast. 
 But if the Sun is to be 
relevant to your life, we 
need your input. Because 
no newspaper can remain 
important to its readers 
without their constant 

feedback—both positive and negative. 
 If there’s something you want us to write about, 
tell us. If there’s an event you need promoted, let 
us know. If there’s something you think we’ve 
omitted or gotten wrong, tell us so we can do 
better.
 And if you want to contribute to these pages, 
call, stop by, or write us. 
 Our advertising and editorial offices are 
located at the OSH Center at 1954-I. South 

Broadway, Santa Maria 95454. 
Our phone number is 347-
1968, or toll free at 1-877-388-
1954. Or you can fax us at 
805-347-9889 or email us at 
mail@santamarisun.com. 
 We want to hear from you. 
Always.
 The last time a weekly 

newspaper graced the streets of Santa Maria 
was in 1959. It was called the Santa Maria 
Advertiser, founded in 1926 by Elwin Mussell, 
who went on to become a three-term mayor of 
Santa Maria in the late 1970s.
 One of the few places to read copies of The 
Advertiser today is over at the Santa Maria 
Historical Society Museum on South Broadway. 
You’ll find old issues cracked and yellowed, 
fragile chronicles of Santa Maria at mid-
century. 
 As we step into this new millennium, it’s time 
for a new newspaper to chronicle the events and 
people of 21st century Santa Maria.
 It’s time for the Sun to shine. ❍

Steve Moss was the executive editor of the Santa 
Maria Sun, and the publisher and editor of New 
Times in San Luis Obipso County.  

Here comes the Sun

SUN-DAY: The Sun staff celebrates an early birthday and its change to coming out every Thursday rather than Friday.

Clipped from 
the archives: 
March 31, 2000

ANOTHER TRIP from page 8
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805-937-5340
100 E. Clark Ave., Orcutt

WWW.ORCUTT76.COM

Plus $8.25 Certificate + $1.50 Transfer fee +$1.00 OPUS fee. ’99 & Older $15 extra,  
Vans & Motor Homes $20 extra. Coupons may not be combined with any other offer. Expires 4/30/20

$1000 OFF
SMOG CHECK

Pass or Don’t Pay!
Drive Ups Welcome!

$3400
Regular Price $44.00

Appointments
937-5340

ORCUTT
PROVIDING FUEL & SERVICE TO ORCUTT FOR OVER 60 YEARS

SMOG CHECKS
   PASS OR DON’T PAY   

Old & New Vehicles
   DRIVE-UPS WELCOME   

OIL CHANGES
   ASK FOR DETAILS   

¡Viva el Arte de Santa Bárbara! is sponsored by Kath Lavidge & Ed McKinley, Audacious Foundation, Loren Booth, Russell Steiner, The  
Roddick Foundation, Audrey & Timothy O. Fisher, the National Endowment for the Arts, Monica & Timothy Babich, UCSB Office of Education Partnerships,  

The Stone Family Foundation, Jacqueline and Robert Laskoff, Linda Stafford Burrows, and Anonymous (2). Additional support comes from  
SAGE Publishing and The Marjorie Luke Theatre’s Dreier Family Rent Subsidy Fund. The program is supported in part by the Santa Barbara Independent,  

the Santa Maria SUN, El Latino CC, Radio Bronco, Entravision/Univision Costa Central, the Ramada Santa Barbara, Pacifica Suites, Best Western South Coast 
Inn, and the Santa Barbara Unified School District. Viva is co-presented by The Marjorie Luke Theatre, the Guadalupe-Nipomo Dunes Center  

and UCSB Arts & Lectures, in partnership with the Isla Vista School Parent Teacher Association. 

We hope to see you next season  
for música, danza, y mucho más!

¡Esperamos verlos la próxima temporada  
para música, danza, y mucho más!

¡Viva el Arte de Santa Bárbara!  
has proudly served our community 

for 15 years with free public 
performances and educational 

activities with artists from around 
the globe sharing inspiration,  

arts, and culture. 
¡Viva el Arte de Santa Bárbara!  
orgullosamente ha servido a 
nuestra comunidad durante 

15 años con eventos gratuitos 
y actividades educativas con 

artistas de todo el  
mundo compartiendo  

inspiración, arte y cultura.

/vivaelartesb

Buy Restaurant 
Bonds and 
Support Small 
Businesses in 
SLO County!
Purchasing gift cards from our local businesses 
can help stimulate the economy now.

 

With capacity limitations imposed and now with orders 
that restaurants can only serve takeout or delivery, 
our county’s restaurant industry has been among 
the hardest hit by the Coronavirus (COVID-19) 

pandemic. People are being encouraged to stay home and away 
from crowds and public dining rooms, some restaurants and cafes 
have already been forced to dial back hours in response to the 
decrease in business, while others have shut down entirely. With 
restaurants facing an uncertain immediate future, one way local 
diners can support their favorite restaurants is by purchasing gift 
cards - or what some are calling “Restaurant Bonds” - similar to 
“war bonds” during WWI and II. Whether given as a gift or kept 
for future meals, gift cards can act as a microloan to restaurants 
to provide much-needed immediate cash. Many restaurants sell 
gift cards online, allowing customers to offer their support without 
having to leave home.

There has never been a more important time to support our 
neighborhood’s culinary scene. Restaurants are emptying out 
and small business owners are seeing up to an 80% drop-off in 
customers. Restaurants already work off razor-thin profit margins, 
but the COVID-19 pandemic is a test like no other. For now, the 
best thing our friends and neighbors in the community can do to 
help is to order takeout or buy gift cards to ensure at least some 
income during this difficult time.

If  this trend continues, many of  our beloved businesses will suffer 
greatly but we have the opportunity to help. 

Buy gift cards (Restaurant Bonds). Restaurants collect gift card 
revenue as soon as the card is purchased, then mark it as redeemed 
once the user applies it to a bill. If  you are in a position to buy a 
gift card and sit on it for a while, you will be helping your local 
favorite get through a tough time.

Opt for carryout or delivery. Many restaurants are opting for 
curbside pickup or have pick-up areas where you can dash in, get 
your food and leave. It’s a better deal for restaurants if  you collect 
carry out yourself, rather than use a delivery app. That helps the 
restaurant — and you — avoid delivery charges. But if  you don’t 
feel like driving over, delivery is your back-up choice. Be sure to tip 
your delivery person.

Please show your support. Let’s do this together. 
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VIVID FINANCIAL 

3RD ANNUAL 

SUGGESTED ITEMS TO SHRED

Shred Services Provided By

340. E. Clark Ave   OLD ORCUTT
VIVID FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICE

APRIL
17TH
8-2PM

MANAGEMENT’S

511 N. H Street   LOMPOC
VIVID FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OFFICE

APRIL
24TH

8-2PM

We are proud 
to announce 
TWO locations 
& TWO dates to 
SHRED this
year!

PAY STUBS
shred after your employer tax  statement in January

STATEMENTS
older than three years

EXPIRED ITEMS
credit cards, insurance polices, employee IDs, driver’s licenses
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Hope comes 
back to 
downtown:
Business and community 
leaders unite to help try to 
restore Santa Maria’s heart 
and soul
BY JOHN DEAN

In the history of Santa Maria, the subject of 
the city’s lack of a traditional downtown has 
brought heated debate.

 But a new push by city officials and business 
leaders has given the blighted downtown area 
something it has not had in years—hope.
 Several projects are being proposed to help 
return downtown Santa Maria to a place 
where people gather, and thus spend money. 
Organizers hope the projects in turn will also 
improve the city’s social and economic health. 
 “There’s a variety of reasons to save 

downtown. 
From a historical 
standpoint, it’s 
important to 
maintain history,” 
said Chamber 
of Commerce 
President Robert 
Hatch. “From a 

business standpoint, it makes a lot of sense with 
(a mall) in the middle of downtown.” 
 “Downtowns are the heart and soul 
of the community, we can’t recreate our 
downtown—it is what it is,” agreed Ginny 
Sterling, Grants Administrator Economic 
Development Liaison. “But we need to 
preserve it and do it in a fashion that makes it 
economically viable for businesses to be there.”
 Officials said that a rejuvenated downtown 
could help bring much needed retail dollars 
back to the center of Santa Maria. The city relies 
on sales tax for 45 percent of its budget—more 
than $10 million a year for the general fund. 
That’s money that goes for road improvements, 
police protection, and citywide social and 
cultural programs. 
 With big-box stores being constructed on the 
outskirts of town, much of that valuable sales tax 
has been drained from Santa Maria’s downtown.
 According to recent studies, mall profits have 
been outperforming the inflationary factor—
but just barely.
 “The big box office retail certainly had an 

impact on the mall,” said Michael Cox from the 
City of Santa Maria’s administration office. But 
while attracting people back to Santa Maria’s 
core is vital to keeping up the infrastructure 
of the city, it is also vital to the people who live 
downtown. As the downtown center improves, 
so does the value of neighborhoods around it. 
Some residents also hope that as the city center 
becomes more economically viable, it will 
become more safe. 
 Lori Stone, owner of Rolling Stone Flowers 
and Gifts, 122 W. Main St., said the area has a 
bad reputation for being dangerous and it will 
take a long time to change residents’ perception 
of the area.
 “It’s going to take a lot of effort to make it 
safe,” said Stone. “It will take a while to build 
that trust, but once that happens it will be great. 
I live close by so it doubly concerns me. Any 
revitalization is a boon to me and my family.”
 But skeptics are concerned that recent talk to 
improve the downtown is just that—talk.
 “It’s going to take more than new planters to save 
downtown,” said one downtown store manager 
who asked not to be identified. When asked 
what it would take to rejuvenated downtown, he 
commented “That’s the million dollar question.”  
 It may be more of a multi-million dollar 
question though, as a variety of different groups 
prepare several ideas that will dump millions 
into the cause. 
 The projects are not linked by anything other 
than the desire to revive downtown. Separately, 
the projects may not be perceived as having 
much of an impact, but officials agree that 
combined they represent a lofty goal. Whether 
that goal is attainable, however, is a matter of 
commitment by both business and government.
 “It is incumbent on the city to have a viable and 
successful downtown,” said Sterling. “The overall 
concept is downtown revitalization, and that is 
what links all the different projects together.” 

Facade program
 One program that has been offered by the city 
for awhile is the Facade Improvement Program.
 The program offers facade improvement 
loans used to improve storefronts. The 
Commercial Facade Program reimburses 
businesses up to 50 percent of moneys spent on 
improvements to the exterior of the store up to 
$5,000, or gives businesses an unsecured loan 
for up to $5,000. The loan is to be paid back at 
$1,000 a year at no interest. Once paid back the 
funds can be lent again to other businesses.
 But with many business owners renting or 
leasing the space for their stores, many question 
why they should spend their own money on a 
building they do not own. Some are also asking 
why they should bother making improvements 
when owners won’t even pay for much needed 
repairs. Some of these stores are on a month-

to-month lease and business owners are afraid 
to invest money in a location when there is no 
guarantee they would be there tomorrow. 
 “I think the city should start with the 
landlords, not us,” said one business owner. 
“The roof is leaking, plaster is falling. How can 
we invest in that?” 
 Another problem facing property owners is 
getting the buildings up to present code. One 
store on the northwest corner of Main Street is 
boarded up because, according to city officials, 
it is “falling apart” and unsafe. Most often it 
costs more to retrofit these buildings that the 
buildings are are worth. 
 One business along Main has seen the 
benefits of the facade improvement program, 
however. Wayne’s Tires on west main was able 
to repaint and buy new lighting and planters. 

 “All of our customers think it’s real nice. 
They seem to be impressed,” said Mark 
Newfield, store manager for over eight years. 
 The facade improvement program is 
funded by Community Development Block 
Grant money given annually to the city from 
the federal government. To get the money, a 
business must have served an area where at least 
51 percent of the residents are low and moderate 
income. The business must also demonstrated 
the boundaries of its service area. ❍

If you want to read the rest of the story, you’ll need 
to visit the Sun office at 2540 Skyway Drive, Suite 
A, Santa Maria 93455. But it’ll have to wait until 
after the COVID-19 pandemic subsides. Don’t 
worry. We’ll get through it. 

BUILDING CHAINS: In 2018, developers were still adding to big-box store development on and near Betteravia Road in Santa 
Maria, an area residents were concerned took revenue away from the city’s downtown when the Sun put out its first paper in March 
2000.
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Change?
Two decades on, the city of Santa Maria is still 
struggling with how to revitalize its downtown

Clipped from 
the archives: 
March 31, 2000

Downtown Santa Maria may get 
a much needed facelift, but not 
before city officials hear from 
the community
BY KASEY BUBNASH 

Dangerous, unwelcoming, noisy, and 
unattractive were just some of the 
words used by community members to 

describe downtown Santa Maria at two design 
workshops hosted by the city in October 2017.
 Other residents mentioned a lack of local 
cafes, art galleries, and other businesses present 
in the area, as well as low walkability, and a 
total absence of safe lanes for bicyclists. Some 
attendees weren’t even sure what portion of 
Santa Maria is considered “downtown.”
 These are the major challenges faced by Santa 
Maria’s Principal Planner Neda Zayer, other city 
staffers, and community members who have set 
out to revitalize and redevelop 
the core of Santa Maria—the 
area closely encompassing 
the intersection of Broadway 
and Main streets. Through 
the Santa Maria Downtown 
Specific Plan, which was just 
recently set into motion, the 
city hopes to create the safe, 
vibrant downtown atmosphere 
residents have long expressed a 
need for.
 But the plan is still in its 
earliest stages—seemingly 
little has happened since 
the workshops in October 
2017—and city staffers are 
mostly working on gathering 
community input that Zayer 

said will be vital 
to the city’s draft 
street designs, which 
should be finished 
and released this 
spring.
 As part of this 
effort, the city will 
have a short online survey open to all Santa 
Maria residents until Jan. 25. So far, dozens 
have attended each workshop and more than 
700 locals have completed the survey, but Zayer 
said staffers want all the participation possible.
 The city and its design partners will then use 
that feedback to find the best possible and most 
popular solutions to downtown’s key issues.
 “And that’s not always an easy thing to do,” 
Zayer said. ❍

What they say is true: Some things never change. 
To view the rest of this downtown story, visit 
santamariasun.com.

Sometimes change is hard to come by. When the Sun put out its first issue 
20 years ago, downtown Santa Maria was on the cover. It was a story about 
big plans. The city was aiming to redevelop its downtown into a place where 

visitors and business owners would want to go. Two decades later, nothing much 
has changed. Every couple of years, Sun staffers put a story together about the next 
big plan to push Santa Maria’s downtown toward the walkable, inviting world 
city leaders envision is possible. Maybe someday it’ll happen. Here’s a clip of that 
downtown cover story from 2000, followed by a similar story from 2018.

—Camillia Lanham

Clipped from 
the archives: 
Jan. 11, 2018

FRIDAY FARMERS: Downtown Fridays Farmers Markets were one of Santa Maria’s 
steps toward shifting community attention to the area. 
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BY AMY (ASMAN) BLASCO
 Editor’s Note: For the Sun’s 20th anniversary, 
we reached out to former Managing Editor Amy 
Asman (now Blasco) to share some of her favorite 
parts of working for the paper from 2007 to 2014.

Memories of a cub reporter
 I started at the Sun as an intern until getting 
hired full time after graduating from Cal Poly. 
While I feel Cal Poly prepared me well as a 
writer, there were certain things a classroom 
couldn’t teach—such as the nuances of 
reporting in an ag town. 
 One of my first beats as a staff writer was 
covering the Santa Barbara County Board of 
Supervisors. Third District Supervisor Brooks 
Firestone—he of tire and wine fame—had 
announced plans to retire from local politics. I 
was tasked with writing a sendoff profile, so after 
a board meeting I asked Mr. Firestone if I could 
interview him. He said yes, but that he was due 
home for lunch in Santa Ynez. Could we chat and 
take photos there? “Of course!” I said.
 We caravaned 30 miles south to his estate. 
Mr. Firestone ate lunch (I declined a sandwich) 
and answered my questions, and then said 
he had to check on his grapes. Still needing a 
photo, I asked if I could accompany him. He 
paused for a second and then said, “Sure. If you 
want to.” I grabbed my camera and waited while 

he tied up his mud-stained boots.
 I didn’t realize the significance of those boots 
until we started walking among the vines. Mr. 
Firestone lumbered across the reddish-brown 
soil. I stared down at my black ballet flats and 
slacks, thought to myself, “Well, here goes 
nothing,” and scampered after him. My feet sunk 
into the loose dirt, which filled my shoes and 
caked the hem of my pants, but I soldiered on. 
 I snapped a few shots and, happy with the 
results, followed Mr. Firestone out of the 
vineyard. As we were heading back to my 
car, his wife, Kate, pulled up the driveway. 
She rolled down her window to say hello. I 
introduced myself and told her I was writing 
a story about her husband. She laughed good 
naturedly and pointed down to my shoes, now 
covered in thick, red powder.
 “No, dear,” she said. “That’s the story!”
 From then on, I always kept a pair of sneakers 
and a change of clothes in the trunk of my car.

The best of both worlds
 When people asked 12-year-old me, “What do 
you want to be when you grow up?” I told them 
either an actress or a reporter for Entertainment 
Weekly. I loved storytelling and looked to 
Broadway and Hollywood for inspiration.
 In college, I realized two things: 1) I was a 
somewhat talented writer. 2) I was an mediocre 
actress who didn’t handle rejection well. So 
I poured myself into journalism and quickly 
learned I could do a lot more good reporting the 
facts than boring people with my acting.
 Still, I was able to use my knowledge 
and passion for all things entertainment to 
write interesting articles for the Sun. This 
included attending Comic Con in San Diego, 
interviewing Hollywood icon Jane Russell, and 
traveling to Vancouver, B.C., for a set tour of 

the television show Psych (which 
coincidentally used the Sun as a 
prop). Last, but not least, there 
was my months-long quest to 
interview PCPA alumnus Boyd 
Gaines, which ended with me 
bumping into Broadway legend 
Patti Lupone in Mr. Gaines’ 
Broadway dressing room. 
 I loved writing for the Sun 
because it gave me the best of 
both worlds: the opportunity 
to educate and entertain people 
through my writing while affording the occasional 
crazy adventure filled with glitz and glam.

Proud to be Northern Santa 
Barbara County’s squeaky wheel
 Yes, I loved all of those exciting experiences 
and look back on them fondly. However, when I 
remember my time at the Sun, I’m most proud 
of the dogged and decidedly unglamorous 
journalistic work we did for our community:
 • The Sun’s extensive coverage of the Santa 
Maria Police Department during a handful 
of department-involved shootings, including 
the death of former police officer Albert 
Covarrubias Jr. 
 • Our ongoing coverage of two sexual 
assault cases at St. Joseph High School and the 
lasting impact they had on the victims and 
surrounding community.

 • Documenting the Santa Maria City 
Council’s 3-2 vote to approve a building 
permit for an ICE facility and the community’s 
emotional protest of that decision.
 • Winning first and second place, with Staff 
Writer Jeremy Thomas, in the 2013 National 
Newspaper Association Better Newspaper 
Contest Freedom of Information category for 
“The mystery of the Lompoc Pen” and “The life 
and death of Jerry Berns.”
 As former Executive Editor Ryan Miller said 
in an interview with the NNA about the Sun’s 
unusual achievement:
 “This is why we exist. We have got to be the 
people’s eyes, ears, and the squeaky wheel with 
our voices.” ❍

Former Sun Managing Editor Amy Asman is still 
chasing crazy adventures with a little glitz and 
glam. Reach her through the editor at clanham@
santamariasun.com. 

FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CITY OF WHITE ROCK

A look back
The Sun helped me shine 
as a young professional

FAMOUS PAPER: Amy Asman took a trip to British Columbia, toured the city where 
Psych (which is set in Santa Barbara) was filmed, and wrote about it for the Sun—
which made cameo appearances on the TV series—in 2009. 

BY AMY ASMAN

It’s been about a week since Shane Villalpando 
was sentenced to one year in Santa Barbara 
County Jail and five years’ probation for 

having unlawful sex with underage teenagers. 
He’ll have to register as a sex offender 
throughout the duration of his probation. He’ll 
have to attend sex offender counseling and 
receive treatment for drug and alcohol abuse.
 In July, a jury convicted Villalpando—a 

former St. Joseph High School student—of 
three felony counts of unlawful sex with a 
minor. The jury hung 11 to 1 on whether he 
raped the then-14-year-old girl while she was 
intoxicated.
 As part of a plea deal, Villalpando agreed to an 
additional count of unlawful sex with a minor 
from a separate case involving another girl.
 Jennifer Karapetian, the deputy district 
attorney prosecuting the case, said she and the 

victims’ families chose not to retry Villalpando 
because “it was such a traumatic process” for 
both of the girls.

 “They want to close this dark, painful 
chapter, and begin on the bright path towards 
healing,” Karapetian wrote in a probation 
report read by a judge in court.
 “The defendant stole the innocence away 
from Jane Doe No. 1 and Jane Doe No. 2, but 
he didn’t steal their strength,” she wrote. “After 
finding one another, they found the strength 
to come forward and report their rapes to law 
enforcement in April 2012.
 “When they reported their rapes, they knew it 
would be a difficult road ahead. They just didn’t 
realize how difficult it would be. They had to leave 
Saint Joseph High School due to the harassment 
and bullying they endured. They had to move 
out of the area. They had to start a new life,” she 
continued. “… But they survived. They started as 
rape victims, and ended as rape survivors.” ❍

For the rest of the story, visit santamariasun.com.

Start by believing
A victim-turned-survivor, Santa Barbara County 
law enforcement, and educators speak about the 
importance of supporting victims of sexual assault

Clipped from 
the archives: 
Aug 1, 2013
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A SURVIVOR’S STORY: Delaney Henderson and her mom, 
Kym, started speaking to the public about sexual assault in 
2013, including what people can do to protect themselves and 
ways they can help victims. 
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BY RYAN MILLER

As author Karen Joy Fowler wrote, “a story 
never told is also a danger, particularly to 
the people in it.”

 She was referring to fiction broadly, and fairy 
tales more specifically, but her words apply to 
journalism, too.
 That’s why I loved working at the Sun for 
15 years. Each week, I got to shape stories. 
And not just stories, but stories that mattered. 
Stories that invited audiences to fill the seats 
at performances and events, stories that broke 
down walls and barriers between people, stories 
that exposed truths with a goal of making the 
community—the world—better.
 You have likely heard of the idea of harm 
lurking in the unspoken and unknown, like a 
jagged wreck just under the surface of clouded 
water. Members of the media like to say, 
“Sunshine is the best disinfectant.” Prying open 
the shutters welcomes illumination and protects 
us from threats otherwise obscured by shadow.
 But ripping down the thick and dusty 
curtains is only the first step. Next, we have to 
take those newly revealed facts and figures and 
give them faces. Otherwise we run the risk of 
the problems being visible, but unnoticed.
 I was first drawn to the Sun by the promise 

of a journalism job that was about more 
than spewing information. This just-
born weekly publication took a different 
approach. A narrative approach.
 It’s not a novel approach. As an 
information-sharing strategy, it’s at least 
as old as our desire to help each other. 
“Don’t eat those berries” is not as effective 
a directive as “Don’t eat those berries, because 
our last healer did, and then she died.”
 The story provides the why, often by 
humanizing what would otherwise be clinical 
data.
 As journalists, we could publish pages of 
chemical equations and technical 
reports dense with medical 
jargon. Or we could relate the 
plight of a migrant farmworker 
and his family dealing with 
health issues.
 A story told. A life changed. 
Maybe more. Hopefully for the 
better.
 When viewed from this angle, the telling of 
a story is an act of love. Sappy? OK, sure. But 
true. Every word that has been published in 
this paper, from the first issue to the one you’re 
reading right now, was published because 
the people involved love the community. The 

reporters, and the editors, and the designers, 
and the sales team, and the administrative 
team, and the publishers, and the delivery 
drivers—they love this community.
 They love you.
 It may seem easy, then, to quell the dangers 
all around us, to mitigate the risks, by simply 

telling stories. Ah, but which 
stories to tell? And when? These 
days, it seems that we are in the 
midst of just one big story: a tale 
of contagion and isolation and 
mounting uncertainty.
    This is a very important story 
to tell. This story, when shared 
and when heard, can literally slow 

the spread of dangerous disease by teaching 
us how to protect ourselves, our families, and 
our neighbors. It can bridge the gaps between 
us and help us to feel more connected and less 
alone. And while it may not be able to predict 
the Coming Unknown, the very fact that it is a 

story being told is a comfort: It has a beginning, 
and then it has a part that comes next, because 
that is how stories work.
 There is a part that comes next.
 In The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck 
wrote: “The story tellers, gathering attention 
into their tales, spoke in great rhythms, spoke in 
great words because their tales were great, and 
the listeners became great through them.”
 These are great tales we are telling. Great tales 
in terrible times. Great tales because these are 
terrible times, and the tales are about life. The 
tales are life.
 So here, the Sun has a story to tell you. And 
another. And another. Are you listening? ❍

Ryan Miller started at the Sun as an intern in 
2000, and left the paper as its executive editor in 
2015. He now lives in the Sacramento area, where 
he writes marketing copy. His first picture book, 
How to Feed Your Parents, was published in 2018. 
Send comments to ryan.miller.writer@gmail.com.

Silence is golden
Bound by privacy laws, city 
officials can’t release details of 
the police chief’s paid leave, 
while Chief Sterling himself 
shares insights into what led to 
his dismissal and what’s next
BY ANDREA ROOKS

Two weeks after Police Chief John Sterling 
was placed on administrative leave, 
community members and media alike 

continue to sift through the scant information 
trickling from the chief himself and from city 
officials, who, under the constraints of privacy 
laws, are still unable to openly explain the 
surrounding circumstances and details of the 
chief’s administrative leave.
 The City Council gave the green light on 
May 9 for settlement talks to being between 
city representatives and Chief Sterling, though 
they’ve not yet had a meeting. 
 In the meantime, city officials have shared as 
much as they’re legally allowed to say, the chief 
has made a few public appearances—including 
at the May 14 Peace Officers Memorial service 
at City Hall—and the community continues to 
ask question.
 On May 2, the day after Sterling was place 
on administrative leave, Santa Maria residents, 
members of the Community Policing Advisory 
Council, and the media gathered to discuss 
whay the chief was suddenly asked to hand in 
his badge and what they could do next.
 Members of the public—several carrying 
banners and photos of the chief—made 
themselves heard on May 6 during the public 
comment period before the City Concil 
meeting. Several were brought to tears as they 
recounted how much good Chief Sterling has 
done in the community.
 Shortly before more than 30 people shared 
their feelings and demanded answers from the 

City Council, Mayor 
Larry Lavagnino 
assured everyone that 
“as elected officials, we 
have the best interest 
of the city at heart.” 
 A City Council 
subcommittee made 
up of Mayor Lavagnino, Mayor Pro Tem Leo 
Trujillo, and City Attorney Art Montandon 
planned to meet with Chief Sterling in person 
as early as May 16. Their goal: to reach a 
settlement agreement with the chief. 
 Because the subcommittee was formed in a 

closed-session council meeting, Lavagnino said 
members can’t share many specifics, including 
what settlement would look like.
 “What that is or means, I can’t say—I won’t 
know until we’ve met,” he said. 
 City Attorney Art Montandon said one of the 
general goals is to “settle this issue, which seems 
to be dividing this community sharply, and go 
on with business after that.” ❍

For the rest of these stories, you’ll have to trek over 
the the Sun’s office once the pandemic subsides. 
We didn’t start archiving stories online until 2004! 

The mystery of 
the Lompoc Pen
Recent violent incidents involving 
federal prison correctional officers 
leave scores of unanswered questions
BY JEREMY THOMAS

It was foggy on Feb. 10, 2012. Correctional officer 
Ryan Vargas showed up for work at the Lompoc 
federal prison for a 6 a.m. shift. He’d been back 

on the job just more than a month, fresh off of an 
extended leave for depression and stress.
 Less than two hours later, Vargas was dead, his 
body found inside his prison-issued patrol vehicle 
near a guard tower. The official stated cause: 
suicide by a single gunshot wound to the head.
 Less than a month later, on March 8, just 
across town, Lompoc police entered Room 113 
at the Embassy Suites Hotel just after 10 p.m. 
There, they discovered the body of Gary Bent, 
a correctional officer from a federal prison in 
Victorville, dead in a bathtub from a gunshot to 
the neck. Bent had been in town for a training 
session, where he met up with Timothy McNally, 
a Lompoc prison guard 
who also happened to 
be Vargas’ friend since 
childhood. Police were 
summoned to the scene 
shortly after McNally 
reportedly sent a text 
message admitting 
he shot Bent. The two 
had been drinking 
together, and toxicology 
reports indicate the 
presence of “bath salts” 
in McNally’s system. 
McNally later claimed 
he had no idea why 
he was playing with 
a loaded gun, nor 
how the gun went off. 
He was arrested and 

charged with second-degree murder.
 Then on Sept. 10, police contacted a third 
Lompoc correctional officer—this one named 
Brandon Nodle—on federal prison housing 
land. Officers reported finding a rifle and 
ammunition in the trunk of his car. Nodle, 
records show, was experiencing hallucinations 
and paranoia, and was found to be under the 
influence of prescription medications. Police 
also found two air-powered rifles in his home, 
along with more than 200 mostly empty 

prescription bottles. 
Nodle had been 
seeing a psychologist 
for panic attacks and 
mental problems, 
and was committed 
to Lompoc Valley 
Medical Center.

 The sequence of events involving the three 
co-workers and friends begs the question: 
Just what is happening at the Lompoc Federal 
Correctional Complex? ❍

There’s more to the story. Visit santamariasun.com 
to read the rest of this award-winning cover story. 

Our stories matter
On 20 Years of the Sun

‘A LOVING FATHER’: Federal correctional officer Ryan Vargas was found dead in his prison 
vehicle on Feb. 10, 2012. Prison officials and the Santa Barbara County Coroner’s Office ruled 
his death a suicide by self-inflicted gunshot, but the Vargas family had numberous questions 
about the official story.

PUSHING FOR TRUTH: In 2003, then Sun News Editor 
Andrea Rooks wrote more than a few stories about Santa 
Maria’s police chief at the time, John Sterling, who was 
placed on administrative leave in silence and rumors about 
why spread like wildfire.

STORYTELLER: Former Executive Editor Ryan Miller had many looks as part of his long-running humor column in the Sun.
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PHOTO BY CAMILLIA LANHAMClipped from 
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Nov. 2, 2012
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May 15, 2003
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BY ZAC EZZONE

As COVID-19 continues to change the daily 
lives of people throughout the world, local 
and state leaders are trying to protect the 

most vulnerable in our society, including those 
experiencing homelessness.
 Unsheltered people living outside without 
consistent access to hygiene supplies as well as 
those in large shelters where it’s more difficult to 
keep distance from one another are particularly 
susceptible to the virus, according to a news 
release from Gov. Gavin Newsom’s office on 
March 18.
 The risk factors that make a person more prone 
to suffering a severe illness from the virus, such 
as age and underlying health conditions, further 
necessitate the need to prevent the virus from 
reaching homeless individuals.
 “We will overwhelm ourselves if we don’t move 
with real urgency in this space,” Newsom said in a 
briefing on March 16 streamed online.
 California, despite having only 12 percent of the 
country’s population, is home to a quarter of the 
nation’s homeless residents. Since taking office in 
January 2019, Newsom has focused on addressing 
the issue in various ways, including the allocation of 
hundreds of millions of dollars to local jurisdictions 
to build supportive housing and increase shelter 
capacity. And as the COVID-19 pandemic 
continues, he again is dedicating substantial state 
funds toward assisting this population. 
 On March 18, Newsom authorized  

$100 million to local jurisdictions for shelter 
support and emergency housing for homeless 
individuals. At the same time, he also announced 
the state would use $50 million to purchase 
trailers and lease rooms in hotels and motels to 
provide homeless individuals with a space to 
themselves during this pandemic.  
 The next day, during one of his daily briefings 
streamed on his office’s Facebook page, Newsom 
said the state is purchasing 1,300 trailers and has 
identified a list of 950 hotels to potentially lease. 
This includes hotels in Santa Barbara County, 
although the county’s Homeless Assistance 
Program Manager Kimberlee Albers said she 
couldn’t say how many as of press time. 
 As of March 23, there were 1,733 positive 
COVID-19 cases in the state and 18 in the county, 
but there were nearly 300 tests pending locally. As 
these numbers increase in the coming days and 
weeks, Albers said the county is working with 
community groups to try and prevent the virus 
from reaching people experiencing homelessness 
in the county, of which there are nearly 1,900.
 She said the county is assessing local shelter 
capacity and trying to find ways to create more 
openings where needed. On March 21, the 
county Public Health Department announced 
the opening of an emergency shelter at Santa 
Maria High School. The county also deployed 
hand-washing stations that have been set up at 
the entrance of shelters and in areas of the county 
where homeless individuals tend to congregate. 

 Good Samaritan Services Quality Assurance 
Manager Alexis Nshamamba said in an email 
that both of its emergency shelters in Lompoc 
and Santa Maria are near capacity and are not 
taking in new clients. To comply with the social 
distancing guidelines health officials have 
promoted during the pandemic, which include 
staying 6 feet away from other people, the shelters 
have rearranged beds and are asking clients to 
sleep in head-to-toe arrangements.
 “Where the bed ends for one client and begins 
for the other, we are asking that the client sleep 

with their feet towards the next person’s head,” 
Nshamamba said in an email.
 The shelters are also making arrangements for 
people who experience any COVID-19 symptoms, 
including a fever, cough, and shortness of breath. 
Nshamamba said the shelters have isolation areas 
to remove people experiencing these symptoms 
from the rest of the population.
 But the shelters are having trouble obtaining 
surgical masks that sick individuals could wear 
in these established isolation areas, Nshamamba 
said. Along with a need for masks, the shelters are 
requesting monetary donations. 

 “We are forced to provide additional staffing 
to meet the need for being open 24 hours,” 
Nshamamba said. “We can also purchase food from 
local restaurants with donations, as many groups 
who usually prepare dinner are having to cancel.”
 Emily Allen, the director of Homeless and 
Veterans Impact Initiatives for Northern Santa 
Barbara County United Way—which oversees 
Home for Good Santa Barbara County—said 
the agency is continuing its efforts to reach out to 
people experiencing homelessness, but right now 
the focus isn’t on helping people through the long 

process of obtaining permanent 
housing. Instead, agency workers are 
informing people about COVID-19 
and distributing nonperishable food 
and hygiene supplies. 
     Allen said that the agency is trying 
to secure solar-powered charging 
stations for most public locations that 
people experiencing homeless tend 
to frequent, such as libraries, where 
it’s easy to use the restroom or charge 
their phones. She also noted that the 
county created an online map of all 
open restrooms and hand-washing 
stations. 
 Local agencies are working 

together to identify what other needs exist, while 
also waiting to hear from the state about how 
many beds are being made available through hotel 
rooms or trailers, Allen said. 
 “A lot of people who are homeless are more 
vulnerable and have underlying health conditions 
that could make them more susceptible too,” 
Allen said. “I think as we all go into our homes to 
try to be safer … people are concerned about the 
people who don’t have homes.” m
 
Reach Staff Writer Zac Ezzone at zezzone@
santamariasun.com.

Assisting the vulnerable
State and local leaders are working to protect the homeless 
from COVID-19

N E W S @ S A N T A M A R I A S U N . C O MN E W S

‘A lot of people who are 
homeless are more vulnerable 
and have underlying health 
conditions that could make 
them more susceptible too.’

—Emily Allen, Homeless and Veterans Impact Initiatives 
for Northern Santa Barbara County United Way

BY ZAC EZZONE

The Santa Maria Valley Chamber of 
Commerce’s mission to help local businesses 
hasn’t changed since the spread of 

COVID-19, but closures related to the pandemic 
have prompted a new sense of urgency. 
 As new local, state, and federal orders roll out 
aimed at stopping the spread of the virus, most 
businesses have had to close or change how they 
operate. In response, the chamber is seeking 
community input through a survey to try and 
understand the needs of local businesses during 
this pandemic.
 “To help our community best address the 
impact COVID-19 will undoubtedly have on 
local business, we first need to understand the 
real-world concerns and issues developing in our 
business community as a result of the pandemic,” 
chamber President and CEO Glenn Morris said in 
a news release announcing the survey on March 16. 
 Chamber Marketing and Communications 
Manager Molly Schiff told the Sun that the 
survey, which can be accessed on the chamber’s 
website—santamaria.com—will be open over the 
next two weeks. As of March 19, about 70 people 
have filed responses.
 Given the uncertainty around the duration 
of restrictions related to COVID-19, such as the 
stay at home order Gov. Gavin Newsom issued 

on March 19, Schiff said the survey results should 
help the chamber get a head start on tackling 
some issues facing local businesses. 
 For example, she said, the chamber is providing 
information on programs and assistance 
being made available through federal and state 
governments. This includes spreading the word 
about a low-interest loan program through the 
Small Business Administration. Through this, 
businesses can acquire an economic injury 
disaster loan worth up to $2 million, with a 
maximum interest rate of 4 percent.
 Schiff said that Morris is also involved with 
state and regional discussions about other forms 
of assistance that could be made available in the 
coming weeks and months. 
 On the local level, the chamber started 
a social media campaign with the hashtag 
#SMVOpenForBusiness. Through this, the 
chamber is trying to inform residents of the 
businesses that are still open, although maybe in 
a different way. For example, the Orcutt coffee 
shop and bakery, Cups and Crumbs, announced 
on Facebook on March 19 that it’s offering free 
delivery service for any orders more than $10. 
 Schiff said it’s important for residents to 
continue supporting local businesses through 
this pandemic. Even though you can’t go right 
now, she said, if you can afford it, continue your 
gym subscription, order take-out, or buy local 

products online. These small efforts could aid 
the business community’s recovery whenever the 
COVID-19 pandemic subsides.  
 “Obviously, the economic impact of 
COVID-19 is going to be pretty significant and 
severe, but if we’re proactive about supporting 
our businesses now, it will, over the long-term, 
make a big difference in businesses staying open 
and keeping staff on board,” Schiff said. 

Highlights
 • Marian Regional Medical Center, French 
Hospital Medical Center, and Arroyo Grande 
Community Hospital are hosting blood drives 

on March 30, March 31, and April 1, respectively. 
According to a news release announcing the 
drives, there’s currently a shortage of blood after 
drives at schools, churches, and other locations 
were canceled due to COVID-19. For more 
information visit blood4life.org.
 • On March 19, Walmart announced that it’s 
hiring 150,000 employees throughout the country to 
work in stores as well as distribution and fulfillment 
centers. In California, the company plans to hire 
more than 6,200 people through the end of May. m
 
Staff Writer Zac Ezzone wrote this week’s Spotlight. 
Send tips to spotlight@santamariasun.com.

PHOTO BY ZAC EZZONE

CHANGING OPERATIONS: Local businesses are closing or, when possible, adapting to local, state, and federal orders during the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

SPOTLIGHT

Learning to adapt
Local chamber of commerce aims to help businesses stay 
afloat amid COVID-19 closures 
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SANTA MARIA VALLEY 
YOUTH & FAMILY CENTER

FSA Cares 
For Families

Santa Barbara •  Santa Maria •  Lompoc • Guadalupe 
fsacares.org

Sponsored by:

Providing basic needs and mental health services during the COVID-19 crisis
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SANTA MARIA VALLEY 
YOUTH & FAMILY CENTER

Family Service Agency (FSA) of Santa Barbara County merged  
operations with Santa Maria Valley Youth & Family Center (SMVYFC)  
and Guadalupe’s Little House by the Park (LHP).

What this means for our community…
  • Easy access to services countywide
  • Greater financial stability and organizational efficiency
  • Combined staff expertise creating a hub of service excellence
  • Opportunity to positively impact over 24,000 lives in Santa Barbara County!

Making a Difference for Families in our Community

Basic Needs Support
Linkages to food, clothing, housing, healthcare, childcare, etc.

91% of families moved toward 
self-sufficiency after 6 
months of service

School-Based Counseling & School Outreach Mentors
Mental health counseling, student and family support 

programs located on school campuses

82% of students demonstrated  
improved behavior or met 
other social/emotional goals            

    after receiving services

Youth Mental Health First Aid
Teaches parents and other adults how to administer “first aid”  

to a youth with a mental health issue

785 people trained countywide, 
including staff at Lompoc 
Unified School District,  

Santa Maria Bonita School District, Santa Maria 
Joint Union High School District, and Guadalupe 
Union School District

Senior & Caregiver Mental Health
Empowering seniors and their caregivers with tools to live healthy lives

96% of seniors/caregivers demonstrate  
increased adjustment to life’s  
circumstances after receiving services

Parenting/Healthy Relationship Education 
Classes and workshops that enhance family bonds and 

strengthen parent-child relationships

98% of participants tested low risk  
for child abuse and neglect  
after completing the classes
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Dear Community Members,

Your Donation Is Needed Now More Than Ever!

As a provider of basic needs and mental health services, Family Service Agency 
(FSA) is considered an “essential business” in the state of California. Therefore, 
FSA, Santa Maria Valley Youth & Family Center, and Little House by The Park are 
continuing to provide assistance to members of our community, while at the same 
time taking proactive steps to protect staff, clients, and local communities from 
further spread of COVID-19.

In light of the statewide “stay at home” order and the impact on families and 
seniors, we fully expect the needs for concrete support and mental health 
counseling will increase over the coming weeks. FSA is prepared to continue vital 
services in the safest manner possible.

At this time, most core services are being provided via telephone/video or in-
person in essential situations, such as safety net support and food distribution.  
All offices are complying with rigorous sanitation practices and maintaining safe 
distances as outlined by public health officials.

Your contribution will help us continue to provide assistance for families, 
caregivers, and seniors during the pandemic and every day.  

Please visit FSAcares.org/covid-19 
for more information about services 
and status updates.

Thank you,

Lisa Brabo 
Executive Director

Steven DeLira 
Deputy Executive Director

A Mother and Son Reconnect
To avoid the violent fights between his parents, 
Alberto spent most of his time out of the house. He 
visited friends, often staying on the streets until late at 
night.  Alberto had his first encounter with the police 
at age 14. By the time he was 15, he was placed in 
probation for stealing. His probation officer referred 
him to FSA’s Strengthening Families Program (SFP).   

On the first day of class, Alberto was quiet and sat as 
far as possible from his mother, Rosa. He was angry 
with her. He blamed her for his parents’ separation. 
But as the weeks passed, Alberto opened up more 
and sat closer to her.  On week eight, Alberto won a 
Starbucks gift card raffled during class. He ended up 
inviting his mother Rosa to go to Starbucks, where 
they talked for more than two hours. 

The class gave Rosa and Alberto the opportunity to 
spend time together without screaming or blaming. 
Now, they have dinner together as a family at least 
twice a week. Rosa offers more praise, and Alberto 
has stayed out of trouble.

I want to help families in my community. Please accept my gift of $ _________________ 

Name:  ____________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: _____________________________________________________________

Phone: ____________________________________________________________________

Email: _____________________________________________________________________

Please make checks payable to: 
Family Service Agency of Santa Barbara County, 123 W. Gutierrez St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101

Donations can also be made online at FSAcares.org/supportus.
Family Service Agency is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization. EIN #95-1644031
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BY RON FINK

Sixty-eight percent of voters in Lompoc 
approved a 15-year, 1 percent increase in the 
sales tax for purchases both in and out of the 

city limits. Now the City Council majority will 
decide what to do with the new revenue.
 The ballot language and public informational 
forums provided by the city stated that the measure 
was intended “to maintain and improve public 
services, including neighborhood police patrols, 
firefighter staffing, gang enforcement, crime 
and vandalism prevention, street improvements, 
community and recreational services, park 
upgrades, reduction of long-term liabilities (which 
includes a potential savings of $21 million in interest 
payments), and other general city services, shall the 
measure establishing an additional maximum 1 
percent sales tax, ending in 15 years, and estimated 
to generate $4,800,000 annually, be adopted?”
 You will note that “reduction of long-term 
liabilities (aka CalPERS retirement plan 
payments)” was the last thing listed. This gave 
voters, including me, the idea that improving 
public services would be the first thing on the list.
 But, maybe not. On Aug. 22 of last year, 
Councilman Dirk Starbuck, who was proposing 
the additional tax, asked this question: “Is it true 
that whatever the new tax generates will be needed 
to add to the existing payments to CalPERS?”
 The staff answered: “You’re right ... the new 
numbers for the minimum payment are $3 million 
and it’s creeping up to $3.6 million; it will probably 
take two to three years before the amount we’re 
getting from the new tax will be equal that we have 
to pay CalPERS. The minimum payment will be 
equal to what the tax generates shortly.” Starbuck: 
“I think it’s important for people are aware that 
if the tax passes you will not see anything change 
in the city other than our debt will be sustainable 
with our retirement.”
 I have searched the budget documents and the 
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report and can 
find no comprehendible discussion of the amount 
of the CalPERS payment in either the general 
fund or enterprise fund sections. You would think 
that this type of expenditure would be a part of 
the budget. Maybe it’s buried in the “salaries and 
benefits” portion of each departments budget.
 In the interest of transparency, I think that both 
the council and citizens have a right to know how 
much they are “contributing” toward employee 
retirement plans each year. After all, when you 
contribute to your Social Security account you 
know how much you give every week.
 Considering the current stock market turmoil 
and the poor performance history of CalPERS 
investments, the contribution will surely go up 
significantly this year. According to a February 
article in The Sacramento Bee, “CalPERS is about 
70 percent funded, meaning it has about 70 percent 
of the assets it would need to pay all its short- and 
long-term liabilities. The value of California’s 
largest public pension fund dropped by at least 
$15 billion this week as U.S. and international 
markets fell amid coronavirus fears.”
 But, unlike our own personal retirement fund 
losses, CalPERS can simply pass on their losses 
to all their member governments, which include 
cities like Lompoc and ultimately taxpayers like 
you and me.
 So, the idea from the start, at least in 
Councilman Starbuck’s mind, was to use the 
tax exclusively to pay down the CalPERS debt. It 
was only after later discussing how to place the 
measure on the ballot that staff recommended 
making it a “general tax” instead of a “special tax.”

 The city manager was clear that the consulting 
firm would not be ready to provide an objective 
analysis of various options for the April 7 meeting 
and that they may not be available for at least a 
month. So, it was just common sense to delay the 
discussion. Mayor Jenelle Osborne then made a 
motion to continue the item until the staff could 
better analyze the rapidly changing economic 
situation, which was initially supported by a 
majority of the council.
 Councilman Jim Mosby insisted that they 
press ahead with this discussion during the April 
7 meeting, and he was supported by Councilmen 
Dirk Starbuck and Victor Vega who miraculously 
changed their minds in the middle of the 
discussion!  
 This clearly demonstrates why these three 
councilmen are not equipped to discuss serious 
matters. They are willing to sacrifice the quality of 
the information needed to make a decision on this 
issue in favor of a predetermined outcome that was 
hatched prior to the election. 
 Only Mayor Osborne and Councilwoman 
Gilda Cordova wanted a clearer understanding of 
the issue before making any decisions. Whatever 
Councilmen Mosby, Starbuck, and Vega do, they 
should remember that the 68 percent of voters who 
supported the tax will also vote in the November 
election. If they do not improve public services, 
voters will probably hold them accountable.
 Last year when only 57 percent of voters 
supported the legalization of cannabis, the council 
bent over backwards to accommodate them; they 
should act with equal vigor to honor the wishes 
of 68 percent of voters who supported the need to 
improve public services.
 If the council majority decides to use the entire 
amount of the increased revenue for CalPERS, 
that could be construed as a classic bait-and-
switch move on their part. This would also be a 
serious breach of public trust.
 If you voted for this tax measure, call or email 
the council members and express your opinion 
about how these funds should be used. m

Ron Fink writes from Lompoc. Send comments through 
the editor at clanham@santamariasun.com or email a 
letter for publication to letters@santamariasun.com. 

Coronavirus is not a joke! 
 On March 15, 2020, the Santa Maria Times 
published a column by Andy Caldwell who 
deliberately understated the effect of COVID-19 
virus on the American public. The Republican 
candidate for the 24th Congressional District 
followed a long list of conservative lawmakers 
who have been gaslighting the public for weeks 
regarding the novel coronavirus.
 It started weeks ago when the president 
at a rally in South Carolina called the global 
pandemic a “Democrat” hoax. In an interview 
with CNBC on Jan. 22, Trump claimed his 
administration had the coronavirus outbreak in 
the United States “totally under control.” Texas 
Republican Sen. John Cornyn tweeted a photo of 
him drinking a Corona Extra at what appeared 
to be an empty bar. California Republican 
Congressman Devin Nunes encouraged people 
to dine out even though health experts were 
urging social distancing. These are only a few 
examples of Republican politicians making 
light of the situation, not to mention Fox News, 
conservative talk radio, and other right-wing 
media lying to America.
 In a NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll 
conducted from March 11 to 13, only 40 percent 
of self-described Republicans believed the worst 
is yet to come. Only 30 percent of Republicans 
planned to stop large gatherings. Only 23 
percent of Republicans were going to cancel or 
reschedule travel plans. The coronavirus does 
not discriminate. If every American does not 
take the COVID-19 pandemic seriously, we 
will never get this outbreak under control. Our 
response to this crisis will determine whether the 
nation plunges into another depression rather 
than a recession. 
 We need a representative in Washington who 
is focused on solving problems and bringing 
people together during a real-life national 
emergency. The last thing our country needs 
is another Republican congressman delaying 
the response by burying their heads in the sand 
because of political ramifications!

Jose Luis Castellanos
Santa Maria
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COMMENTARY

Bait-and-switch
Lompoc just might not get 
what it voted for
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What’s your take on the county’s 
latest homeless point-in-time count?
50%  The increase in chronic homelessness is  
     really concerning.
37%  It shows progress, but not nearly enough.
13%  It doesn’t seem accurate that the number 
     of homeless people in Santa Maria 
     decreased by about 100 from last year.
0%     I’m glad we’re building more housing, 
     but I don’t want developments for the 
     homeless near where I live.

16 Votes  
Vote online at www.santamariasun.com.

Online Poll
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NewTimesSLO.com · SantaMariaSun.com

The entry period for our 25th Annual Photography 
Contest & Exhibition is April 16–May 4, 2020

CATEGORIES: ANIMALS · ARCHITECTURE · FLORA
LAND/SEASCAPES · PEOPLE · TRAVEL · YOUTH · OPEN

Opening night at SLOMA: June 10 · Publications: June 11

Winning 
Images

Barry Goyette, 2019Kathleen Bosch, 2019

Ana Evans, 2019Carl Sepulveda, 2019

I’m feeling a little mopey these days, a little 
less flamboyantly yellow and a little more 
decidedly gray, similar the cloudy skies that 

seem to be following this whole COVID-19 
pandemic around on the Central Coast. 
 Don’t get me wrong, I’m happy about all 
the rain. We don’t need to be all drought-
weary on top of this virus that seems to be 
compounding upon itself 
every day. 
 News, news, news. It’s 
unwieldy, ever-present, and 
downright depressing. But 
it’s what’s happening, folks. 
We can’t make this stuff up! 
 This week, suggested 
closures of bars and 
restaurants (you can still 
order take-out) became 
mandatory, and suggested 
stay-at-home, work-from-
home, gym-from-home, became the law of the 
land. After sending out a warning shot, The Land 
Conservancy of SLO County closed the Pismo 
Preserve due to the overabundance of exuberant 
quarantined Central Coasters eager for a nature 
therapy. Those little trails made that whole 6-feet 
social distancing thing pretty difficult. 
 As people salivate in anticipation of the 
next coronavirus update, public health 
officials in Santa Barbara County have 
decided for some strange reason that they will 
not be giving out very detailed information 
about residents who have tested positive for 
the virus. We don’t know what cities they’re in 
and we don’t know how serious the cases are. 
 Why? Public Health Officer Dr. Henning 
Ansorg said he didn’t feel comfortable 
revealing the number of cases, if any, that 
were hospitalized. He said he needed to 
protect “patient privacy,” so I’m guessing that 
means there are severe cases in the county. But 
who knows where and who knows how many. 
 Do we really need to know that? I think so. 
Maybe then all the idiots who can’t follow the 
rules and aren’t taking this seriously will get 
their act together for the rest of our sakes. 
 We know that as of March 23 San Luis Obispo 
County had two serious cases where patients 
were hospitalized. Apparently their health 
officer, Dr. Penny Borenstein, is subscribing 
to a different set of guidelines when it comes to 
keeping the public informed during a crisis. 
 Although Ansorg didn’t feel comfortable 
weighing in on information I’m assuming he 
knows, he did feel downright cozy enough to 
answer a question about the postponement of the 
Tokyo Olympic games this summer during Santa 
Barbara County’s press briefing on March 23. 
 Really, local reporter? Why would you ask 
that question of someone who has nothing to 
do with the games in an area that isn’t even 
close to where it’s supposed to be? It’s not even 
in the same country!
 Thanks goodness we have Andy Caldwell 
to set us all straight! I forgot for a second that 
there’s an election coming up in November. 
Did you? 
 Well, Caldwell—reminding everyone 
that he’s important and running for Congress, 
too—sent out some email newsletters just to 
let everyone know what he thought: Isolate 
the seniors, wash hands, social distance, and 
things aren’t as bad as “they” say they are. 
 Also, he said, please give us the information 
we need to understand what’s happening and 
make good public policy decisions! m

The canary is all about good public policy. Send 
your thoughts to canary@santamariasun.com.

Over the rainbow

O P I N I O N
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Tickets on sale now at My805Tix.com and at our 
off icial Box Off ice at Boo Boo Records in SLO

Suppo� ing local journalism, one ticket at a time.

POWERED BY: & FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK!Interested in selling tickets with My805Tix? Contact us for a demo today! info@My805Tix.com

Cambria the 
Musical
FRIDAY, 
APRIL 3
Cambria 
Center 

for the A� s 
Theatre

In Conce� : 
Sally & George

TUESDAY, 
MARCH 31
The Savory 

Pale� e

Central Coast 
Guitar Show
SATURDAY, 

APRIL 4
SLO Veteran’s 

Hall

Get your tickets online or at 
Boo Boo Records, the off icial 
Box Off ice for My805Tix events!

Boo Boo’s is located at 
978 Monterey Street in SLO. 

Call them at 805-541-0657.

MY805TIX BOX OFFICE IS NOW OPEN

CCYC: Scoops & Songs; 
Sing into Spring!

SATURDAY, APRIL 18
First Presbyterian Church of SLO

Barrel Room Conce� : 
The Cuesta Ridge Boys

SUNDAY, APRIL 5
CASS Winery

Rolling Stones Tribute 
in Morro Bay

TUESDAY, APRIL 14
The Savory Pale� e

THE EVENT
SATURDAY, APRIL 18

Presqu’ile 
Winery

Wines, Pines and Felines
THURSDAY, APRIL 16

Cambria Pines 
Lodge

Women’s Only 
Self Defense Workshop

SATURDAY, APRIL 18
SleepingTiger Fitness

Paint n Sip at Point SLO
SATURDAY, APRIL 25

Point San Luis 
Lighthouse

Casino Night at DANA
FRIDAY, APRIL 24

Dana Adobe 
Cultural Center

CANCELED
CANCELED

CANCELED

Barrel Rom Conce� : 
The Mother Corn Shuckers

SUNDAY, MAY 3
CASS Winery

Tribute to James Taylor 
in Morro Bay

TUESDAY, MAY 12
The Savory Pale� e

Easter Brunch Buff et 
at the Castle

SUNDAY, APRIL 12
Tooth & Nail Winery

CANCELED

Soaring Masterpieces: 
Fate and Destiny

SATURDAY, APRIL 18
Grace Baptist Church

CANCELED

Macrame Wine Tote 
Workshop

THURSDAY, APRIL 16
Tooth & Nail Winery

CANCELED

Lot’s Wife
FRI. & SAT., APRIL 17 & 18

Klein Dance 
A� s Studio

CANCELED

Dave Meder Trio
SATURDAY, APRIL 4

Unity 
Conce�  Hall

CANCELED

Murder Mystery Dinner 
at the Castle

SATURDAY, APRIL 11
Tooth & Nail Winery

CANCELED

Brew at the Zoo
SATURDAY, APRIL 25

Charles 
Paddock Zoo

California Dreamin’
SATURDAY, APRIL 25

The Chapman 
Estate

Brynn Albanese
SUNDAY, APRIL 26
Cambria Conce� s 

Unplugged

Women’s Only Self Defense Work-
shop at Oak and O� er Brewing Co.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
SleepingTiger Fitness

2020 Tiny Porch 
VIP Season Tickets

MAY 10–SEPTEMBER 12
King Gile� e Ranch

Tiny Porch Summer Conce�  Series: 
Hot Bu� ered Rum with The Dales

SUNDAY, MAY 10
King Gille� e Ranch

John Rich of Big & Rich Presents: 
Redneck Riviera Whiskey

FRIDAY, MAY 15
Maverick Saloon

Beauty and the Beast Jr.
THURSDAY, APRIL 30
Paso Robles Church 

of the Nazarene

Family Fun Bingo Night
FRIDAY, MAY 1
Avila Beach 

Community Center

The Tramp and the Roughrider
FRI. & SAT., MAY 1 & 2

Klein Dance 
A� s Studio

Comedy Night
SATURDAY, MAY 2
San Luis Obispo 

Guild Hall

Cou� ney’s House 
Charity Golf Tournament

SATURDAY, MAY 16
Paso Robles Golf Club

Classical Giants
SUNDAY, MAY 17

Mission 
San Miguel

Emerson Drive
SATURDAY, MAY 16

Rava 
Wines + Events

Viva La Cerveza
SATURDAY, MAY 23

Madonna Inn 
Meadows

SLO Blues vs. 
Santa Maria Packers

SATURDAY, MAY 23
Sinsheimer Stadium

SLO Blues Baseball: Opening Day
Vs. Santa Maria Packers

FRIDAY, MAY 22
Sinsheimer Stadium

SLO Blues 2020 
Season 10-Pack
MAY 22–JULY 29

San Luis Obispo Blues Baseball
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Central Coast local offers 
free art lessons, safety tips 
through YouTube

 Virginia Peterson Elementary School teacher Stormy 
Capalare is currently offering free art lessons through her 
YouTube account. The Paso Robles resident’s series is titled 
Art with Me and includes 26 videos (ideally to last 26 days, 
with one lesson per day). The videos cover simple, in-home 
art lessons and activities. 
 Other videos on Capalare’s channel cover health and 
safety recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC), proactive measures from the Paso Robles Joint 
Unified School District, and general hygiene tips for children 
and adults. One video, for example, uses visual examples 
to illustrate how fast germs can spread (using glitter and 
lotion as an analogy). Capalare hopes to use these kinds of 
demonstrations to keep children informed in an engaging way. 
 In other videos, Capalare discusses respecting our 
resources as well, including tips on water and paper-towel 
usage. To find Capalare’s channel or for more info, search for 
Stormy Capalare on YouTube. 

PCPA cancels The Sound of 
Music, formerly slated for April

 Originally scheduled to run April 23 through May 10 at 
the Marian Theatre in Santa Maria, the Pacific Conservatory 
Theatre’s production of The Sound of Music has been canceled, 
according to a statement from the company’s associate dean 
and artistic director, Mark Booher. The difficult decision was 
made in response to CDC guidelines, which recommend 
cancellation or postponement of gatherings of more than 50 
people for the next several weeks.
 “This is terrifically disappointing news to the wonderful 
team who has been working on the production for months,” 
Booher said in the statement. “We are lifting our eyes to the 
horizon and working now toward the summer production 
of The Sound of Music, beginning in June, in the beautiful 
Solvang Festival Theater.”
 Although PCPA will accommodate any current ticket 
holder in terms of refunds, Booher asks the public to consider 
rebooking for the production’s summer run, or donate all or a 
portion of the ticket price to help support the company.
 “This is a very difficult time for so many, and artists and 
artistic companies are particularly hit hard by this necessary 
period of social distancing,” Booher said. “We recognize that in 
this time of uncertainty everyone has different circumstances, 
but if you are in a position to help PCPA remain a vital part of 
the community, we would be enormously grateful.”
 For more info on PCPA, call (805) 922-8313 or visit 
pcpa.org. m

 
Arts Briefs is compiled by Arts Editor Caleb Wiseblood. Send 
information to cwiseblood@santamariasun.com. 

BY CALEB WISEBLOOD

W ith COVID-19 mitigation measures in 
full swing and movie theaters closed 
indefinitely, film buffs can either rely on 

streaming services or their own personal VHS, 
DVD, or Blu-ray collections to get their fix (sorry 
LaserDisc). When Daniel 
Lahr, founder and executive 
director of the Central Coast 
Film Society (CCFS), took 
his family out to see Pixar’s 
Onward earlier this month, 
he had a foreboding feeling 
it might be their last theater 
outing for a long time.
 “I had a sense it was going to be a while until 
we all could go to the movies again,” Lahr told the 
Sun. “We all had a sense as this pandemic began to 
grow that things were going to shut down.”
 Although Lahr’s latest episode of Take 18, a new 
cinema-centric podcast he premiered in January, 
was released at the end of February—weeks before 
Gov. Gavin Newsom’s statewide stay at home 
order—it feels more timely than ever to give the 
series a shot (pun intended). 
 It’s also free to listen to. And just as listeners 
can enjoy the show from the comfort of their own 
homes, Lahr can keep the series going without 
ever having to leave his house. 
 “The nice thing about podcasts is that they will 
continue to come out, even with everyone staying 
home,” Lahr said. “Technology is such that anyone 
can create movies and podcasts from their home.”
 The flexibility of creating art from home—
whether it be a podcast, film, painting, or 
repurposed LaserDisc installation—reminded Lahr 
of one particular hobby from his youth and the 
reasons he fell in love with cinema to begin with. 
 “It didn’t matter what I was creating, as long as 
I was creating something,” Lahr said, reflecting on 
the short films he made as a 9-year-old, using his 
family’s home video camcorder. 

 The childhood pastime followed Lahr into 
young adulthood, as he attended film school 
before starting his career as an assistant visual 
effects editor. Lahr’s film credits included Spider-
Man 3 among others, prior to switching fields 
and joining the Solvang Conference and Visitors 
Bureau (SCVB) in 2017. 
 But Lahr’s adoration for cinema never faltered, 
even professionally speaking; evident through 
his duties as CCFS’s executive director and as 
the SCVB’s official liaison to Film Solvang—a 
local marketing service dedicated to assisting 
filmmakers who plan to shoot productions on 
location in the Santa Ynez Valley. 
 “I’ve been a movie fan since day one! I think I 
drove my parents nuts with how I was consumed 
with movies,” Lahr said. “I remember being a 
superfan of Ghostbusters in the ’80s, Indiana Jones, 
and Star Wars.”
 And speaking of Star Wars, Lahr’s enthusiasm 

for the franchise is hard to 
hide when he’s speaking 
to Hollywood veteran and 
Central Coast resident David 
Hardberger in episode 4 
of Take 18. Hardberger is a 
miniature effects specialist 
whose filmography includes 

Return of the Jedi, Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan, 
Blade Runner, and all three Lord of the Rings films. 
 Even though we can only hear their 
conversation, it’s easy to imagine Lahr’s eyes 
lighting up at several of Hardberger’s tidbits from 

his long career in the film industry. But there’s a 
casual quality to the talk as well. 
 Some of Hardberger’s most humorous 
anecdotes include recalling his work on Mel 
Brooks’ comedy cult classic Spaceballs (another 
revelation Lahr gets giddy about). Hardberger 
discusses designing the miniature model of the 
Mega Maid (the film’s parody of the Death Star), 
which was about 5 feet tall in reality. During the 
hilarious “from suck to blow” sequence, Dark 
Helmet (Rick Moranis) and company attempt to 
use Mega Maid, equipped with a giant vacuum 
cleaner, to destroy a planet. Hardberger recalled 
using several boxes of baking soda in one shot 
where the vacuum sucks up all of the planet’s 
snow, only to later blow it back out again. 
 Other Central Coast residing guests of 
the podcast include Allen Maris—the visual 
effects coordinator behind Ad Astra (some 
of which was shot locally at Lake Cachuma), 
Prometheus, Mystery Men, and other films—and 
Kyle Plummer, an independent filmmaker and 
CCFS board member. Similar to Hardberger’s 
conversation, the tone of both episodes is casual, 
down-to-earth, and overall welcoming. 
 “This is a perfect platform for people to tune in 
and listen on their own schedule and find some 
interesting, insightful, and hopefully entertaining 
conversations,” Lahr said. “I had never done a 
podcast, or anything like it before. The idea was 
a bit daunting at first. But now as we’re off and 
running, it’s so much fun.” m

Send podcast recommendations to Arts Editor Caleb 
Wiseblood at cwiseblood@santamariasun.com. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CENTRAL COAST FILM SOCIETY

BEHIND THE SCENES: Santa Ynez Valley resident Allen Maris (right) discusses his career as a visual effects coordinator and producer 
with Take 18 host Daniel Lahr (left). Maris’ film credits include Men in Black II, Mystery Men, Prometheus, Godzilla (2014), and Ad Astra. 

Easy listening
 Find out more about the Central Coast Film 
Society (CCFS) at centralcoastfilmsociety.org. 
All episodes of Take 18 are available to listen to 
for free at centralcoastfilmsociety.org/take18.

Tell, don’t show
Local filmmakers and 
enthusiasts discuss all things 
cinema on the Central Coast 
Film Society’s new podcast, 
Take 18

G A L L E R Y  2 7

Arts Briefs

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CENTRAL COAST FILM SOCIETY

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION: Central Coast-based independent 
filmmaker Kyle Plummer (pictured) joins host Daniel Lahr for 
episode 5 of Take 18.

FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF THE SOLVANG CONFERENCE AND VISITORS BUREAU

MANY HATS: Aside from creating and hosting Take 18, Santa 
Ynez local Daniel Lahr is also the founder and executive director 
of the Central Coast Film Society (CCFS).

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CENTRAL COAST FILM SOCIETY

MINIATURES MASTER: Notable guests of Take 18 include 
miniature effects specialist David Hardberger, whose film 
credits include Blade Runner, Return of the Jedi, Spaceballs, 
Willow, and the Lord of the Rings trilogy. 

SCREENSHOT COURTESY OF STORMY CAPALARE’S YOUTUBE CHANNEL

IMAGE COURTESY OF PCPA

ART SCENE
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There’s never 
been a more 
appropriate  
time to thank  
our doctors.
As valued partners and dedicated professionals, our doctors can be 
relied upon to do their best for our patients every day. Now, in the midst 
of a very real and serious health concern, our doctors are going above 
and beyond to ensure the well-being of our patients and the safety of our 
community. On National Doctors’ Day, and every day, we thank them… 
the heroes among us.

Marian Regional 
Medical Center

Dignity Health 
Urgent Care

Pacific Central Coast 
Health Centers
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Guadalupe Cultural Arts & Education Center

Learn About the History of Guadalupe

Providing educational cultural awareness of diverse 
community groups, ethnic arts, presentations & classes. 

We invite schools, clubs and social groups to tour our facility.
Artist and presenters are welcome to schedule exhibits.

Open to
the public  

Tues–Sat
10am–4pm

Guadalupe Cultural Arts & Education Center
Providing educational cultural awareness of diverse 

community groups, ethnic arts, presentations & classes. 

We invite schools, clubs and social groups to tour our facility.
Artist and presenters are welcome to schedule exhibits.

For more information: Karen Evangelista at 805-478-8502

1055 Guadalupe St., Guadalupe CA
www.GuadalupeCulturalCenter.com

WE’RE HERE FOR BUSINESS.
Get the resources you need & ways to support your community 
at santamaria.com/coronavirus-resources

CATALYST. CONVENER. CHAMPION.
(805) 925-2403 | info@santamaria.com | santamaria.com | #SMVOpenForBusiness

(805) 925-2403 
www.santamaria.com

MORE COVID-19 RESOURCES FOR 
BUSINESS AVAILABLE AT:

santamaria.com/coronavirus-resources

SHARE YOUR SUPPORT FOR
LOCAL BUSINESS:

#SMVOPENFORBUSINESS
#TAKEOUTTUESDAY

SUPPORTING THE 
LOCAL  COMMUNITY 

DURING COVID-19

805-347-1968 
www.santamariasun.com

facebook.com

eat  
up.

SantaMariaSun.com/eats/

For everything food 
& drink, read ...

EATS
every week in
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A R T S GALLERY

BY CALEB WISEBLOOD

Originally scheduled to run 
through the end of May, 
the Elverhoj Museum’s 

Legacy of Decency: Rembrandt, Jews, and Danes 
exhibition will remain on display through 
July, although the museum is temporarily 
closed without an official reopening date. The 
museum’s closure was announced on March 17, 
with a statement from Executive Director Esther 
Jacobsen Bates. 
 “We look forward to 
reopening at the guidance of 
public health officials and will 
be sending updates as soon 
as we can,” Bates said in the 
statement. “Although we had 
hoped to stay open, Elverhoj 
considers the health and safety 
of our visitors, volunteers, and 
staff the most important factors 
at this time.”
 But Bates’ message also indicated “a bit of good 
news” with a confirmation of Legacy’s extended 
stay at the museum. The exhibit showcases several 
rare prints by legendary Dutch artist Rembrandt 
Harmenszoon van Rijn (1606-1669) and is on loan 
from the Westmont Ridley-Tree Museum of Art, 
located at Westmont College in Santa Barbara. 
 The opportunity to obtain the exhibit for 
Elverhoj arose during a quarterly meeting 
between the executive directors of Santa Barbara 
County museums, which Bates regularly attends, 
she told the Sun.
 “We share information, experiences, 
and resources, while also collaborating and 
supporting each other,” Bates said. “It was a 
chance discussion with the executive director 
of the Westmont Ridley-
Tree Museum of Art that 
led to the loan of these 21 
Rembrandt etchings—a 
gift from the collection of 
Howard and Fran Berger to 
Westmont.”
 Each selected print 
highlights Rembrandt’s 
nuanced relationship with 
Amsterdam’s Jewish citizens 
during his lifetime, Bates 
said. The art is paired with 
displays detailing the Danish 
WWII rescue of their Jewish 
population, while most of the 
etchings themselves depict 
biblical stories, with subjects 
including Jacob and his 
sons (including Joseph the 
dreamer, of course), Queen 
Esther, and Mordecai. 
 “It is amazing to view 
artwork created nearly 400 
years ago, to get up close 

and examine the works of a master—here in 
Solvang,” Bates said. “If pressed to select just 
one favorite, it is The Triumph of Mordecai. 
[Rembrandt] pushed the process of printmaking 
to new limits. His masterly use of the drypoint 
shows in his work.”

Acclaimed artistry aside, 
the history of ownership 
behind each print adds an 
extra rewarding component 
to the exhibit.

“The Great Jewish Bride 
also fascinates me, in part 
because the etching on 
display was once part of the 
collection of King Ferdinand 
II of Portugal,” Bates said. “It 
bears his collector’s stamp 

from the 1800s. It’s amazing to think of where 
these etchings have been over the centuries.”
 While the coronavirus pandemic has 
interrupted far more than Elverhoj’s latest 
exhibition, Bates suggests that community 
members—artists or not—embrace “the healing 
power of art” during this difficult time period.
 “The threat of COVID-19 is impacting us all. 
It’s time for all of us to get creative,” Bates said. 
“Studies have shown that making art reduces stress 
and anxiety, even if you aren’t good at it. I think 
we will see some powerful art during this time of 
uncertainty, and it will aid community healing.” m
 
Arts Editor Caleb Wiseblood wants to see what 
you’ve been working on. Send your latest art 
projects to cwiseblood@santamariasun.com.

Legacy 
on loan
Elverhoj Museum 
extends rare 
Rembrandt 
exhibition through 
July in light 
of COVID-19 
precautions

Exhibit extension
 The Legacy of Decency: Rembrandt, Jews, 
and Danes, originally set to close in May, has 
been extended to remain at the Elverhoj 
Museum of History and Art through July, 
although the museum is currently closed 
indefinitely. Call (805) 686-1211 or visit 
elverhoj.org for more details. The museum is 
located at 1624 Elverhoy Way, Solvang.

IMAGES COURTESY OF THE ELVERHOJ MUSEUM OF HISTORY AND ART

HERE COMES THE BRIDE: The Great Jewish Bride is one of 21 rare Rembrandt prints 
included in The Legacy of Decency: Rembrandt, Jews, and Danes, the latest exhibition 
at the Elverhoj Museum of History and Art in Solvang.

BIBLICAL PROPORTIONS: “If pressed to select just one favorite, it is The Triumph of 
Mordecai (pictured). [Rembrandt] pushed the process of printmaking to new limits,” 
Elverhoj Executive Director Esther Jacobsen Bates said. “His masterly use of the drypoint 
shows in his work.”

eat  up.

For everything 
food & drink, 
read our weekly 
EATS column
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LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE
What’s it rated? TV-MA
Where’s it showing? Hulu

 If you liked Big Little Lies, you’ll want to check out Hulu’s new 
series Little Fires Everywhere, based on Celeste Ng’s 2017 best 
selling novel about seemingly perfect Elena Richardson (Reese 
Witherspoon) and her family, whose fate becomes intertwined 
with the Warrens—poor single mom Mia (Kerry Washington) and 
teenage daughter, Pearl (Lexi Underwood).
 It’s a story of race and class, but also a mystery. The miniseries 
opens with the Richardsons’ beautiful home burning to the ground, 
with most people suspecting the Richardsons’ rebellious and 
troubled daughter, Izzy (Megan Scott). However, there’s something 
off about Mia, an artist who moves around constantly, forcing her 
daughter, Pearl, to start over again at every stop.
 Pearl befriends Elena’s youngest son, Moody (Gavin Lewis), 
but pines for her older son, Trip (Jordan Elsess). Clearly something 
somewhere goes wrong, and I for one look forward to the series 
unfolding and the mystery being laid bare. 

—Glen

WESTWORLD (Season 3 debut)
What’s it rated? TV-MA
Where’s it showing? HBO
 Now in its third season, HBO’s sci-fi drama series based 
on Michael Crichton’s 1973 film of the same name follows the 
creators, guests, and android “hosts” of a high-tech amusement 
park, where the high-paying guests can live out their wildest 
fantasies. In the third season, host Dolores Abernathy (Evan 
Rachel Wood) has escaped the confines of the park and moved 
into the real world.
 She soon discovers “hosts” are second-class citizens, and in 
a parallel storyline, we’re introduced to a new character, Caleb 
Nichols (Aaron Paul), a construction worker and former soldier, 
who’s also a petty criminal. The first episode is mostly a setup for 
what’s to come.
 Dolores is on a mission to find who’s really running Westworld 
behind the scenes. In the second season—and you should really 
see seasons 1 and 2 before jumping into 3 or you’ll be totally lost, 
and yes, the cost of an HBO Now subscription is worth it—we 
discover the sneaky element of the park was “decoding” the 
paying guests, so those in control behind the scenes could replace 
these rich and powerful people with androids under their control.
 It’s hard to know where this season’s heading, but judging 
from the first two, it’ll be a wild ride. (68 min. episodes) m

—Glen

Sun television reviews are compiled by New Times Senior Staff 
Writer Glen Starkey. Contact him at gstarkey@newtimesslo.com.

Editor’s note: Movie theaters aren’t open for the 
foreseeable future due to the COVID-19 pandemic 
and the restrictions that have come with it. And 
we know you’re stuck at home, so we thought we’d 
help you figure out what to watch from the comfort 
of your couch. For the next few weeks, Glen and 
Anna will be reviewing recently released movies, 
TV shows, and series available via online streaming 
services. Good luck out there. And stay healthy. 

This limited dramatic TV series based on the 
biography On Her Own Ground by A’Lelia 
Bundles premiered on March 20, on Netflix, 

and depicts the life of black hair care pioneer Madam 
C. J. Walker (Octavia Spencer), America’s first black, 
female, self-made millionaire, who battled prejudice, 
rivalries, and a troubled marriage in turn-of-the-
century America. (Four 46 min. episodes)

Glen: I’d never heard of Madam C. J. Walker or 
any of her products, but she’s got a fascinating 
story of tenacity and perseverance. Born Sarah 
Breedlove in 1867 on a cotton 
plantation, her early life 
was one of deprivation. Her 
success story begins when she 
meets Addie (Carmen Ejogo), 
a door-to-door saleswoman 
who sells tins of her “hair 
grower” to black women. 
The concoction works, and Sarah wants to go 
into business with Addie, who rejects her because 
she’s not the image Addie wants representing her 
product. Addie is a light-skinned black woman 
with refined features, while Sarah is dark. This 
insidious form of racism within racism is one of 
the series’ best developed themes, which Sarah is 
desperate to overcome. She may not have created 
the 1960s “black is beautiful” movement, but 
she certainly set the groundwork for it. It’s an 
interesting and entertaining—but also sad and 
infuriating—story of a driven woman beating the 
odds. It’s also the story of Sarah’s daughter, Lelia 
(Tiffany Haddish), who Sarah hopes to groom 
into her successor.
Anna: Sarah believes in the product Addie sells; 
it changed her life when the stress of a violent 
marriage left her hair patchy and thin. Addie’s 
hair grower worked for her, so Sarah couldn’t be 

more ambitious to share the news and join Addie’s 
sales team. But when the woman she considered a 
friend basically tells her she isn’t good enough for 
the job, Sarah decides to take matters into her own 

hands. After tons of product 
testing and tweaking, she has 
her own product, arguably 
even better than Addie’s. She 
deputizes her family to start 
building her business, but her 
dreams didn’t stop with one 
product. Soon she’s opening 

a beauty parlor and then a factory for a line of 
products. Addie’s rivalry gives this series a sense 
of competition and a bit of a “bad guy” to loath. 
Sarah’s son-in-law, John Robinson (J. Alphonse 
Nicholson), is a bumbling fool who just can’t 
seem to get it right, and Sarah’s husband waffles 
between being her advocate and being jealous of 
her success. It’s a four-part series, and that feels 
just about right here. She’s a fascinating lady, and 
Spencer took on the role with gusto.
Glen: We learn about Sarah’s interactions with 
black leader and orator Booker T. Washington 
(Roger Guinevere Smith), civil rights activist 
and author W.E.B. Dubois (Cornelius Smith Jr.), 
and—after she became wealthy—her neighbor 
John D. Rockefeller (Frank Moore), at the time 
the wealthiest man in America. Blair Underwood 
is great as the put-upon Charles James Walker, 
Sarah’s third husband, as is former SNL star 

Garrett Morris as Walker’s wise father Cleophus. 
It’s an interesting story given enough space to 
breathe life into this little known (at least to me) 
part of history. I did find slightly off-putting 
an ongoing fantasy element interjected into the 
episodes meant to illustrate some of Sarah’s 
demons, but if you’re cooped up at home, this is 
definitely worth your time.
Anna: I too found the fantasy element a bit odd. 
It just didn’t seem to fit with the style of the rest of 
the series. Perhaps it didn’t come to life as much 
on screen as it did on the page. Lelia’s a loving but 
somewhat foolish best friend to her mom, but 
nevertheless her biggest supporter. Their dynamic 
works, and while Sarah is at times frustrated 
by Lelia’s flighty nature and not so thought-out 
choice in a husband, her love for her daughter 
is palpable. Sarah’s a strong woman who’s very 
much finished with taking crap from anyone, her 
husband included. She takes herself seriously and 
expects others to as well. It’s both uplifting and 
frustrating, but definitely worth a viewing. Now 
that almost all of us will be homebound, there 
will be plenty of time to catch up on all the new 
streaming content. Make sure Self Made makes it 
on your queue. m

New Times Senior Staff Writer Glen Starkey and 
freelancer Anna Starkey write Sun Screen. Glen 
compiles streaming listings. Comment at gstarkey@
newtimesslo.com.

S U N S C R E E N @ S A N T A M A R I A S U N . C O M

SUN SCREEN

Hidden 
history

SELF MADE: INSPIRED BY THE 
LIFE OF MADAM C.J. WALKER 
What’s it rated? TV-MA
Where’s it showing? Netflix

PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX

PARTNERS? Sarah Breedlove, aka Madam C.J. Walker (Octavia Spencer), is married to Charles James Walker (Blair Underwood) 
and begins to build her black hair care empire, but as time progresses, their marriage becomes strained, in Self Made: Inspired by 
the Life of Madam C.J. Walker, a new limited TV series on Netflix.

TV Reviews

PHOTO COURTESY OF HULU

FRENEMIES: Picture perfect Elena Richardson (Reese 
Witherspoon, right) and poor single mom Mia (Kerry 
Washington) develop an uneasy relationship after Elena 
rents Mia an apartments and hires her to help around her 
house, in Little Fires Everywhere, available on Hulu.

For more details: bit.ly/55Fiction

We accept entries to our annual 55 Fiction writing contest all year long.

Entries submitted by 5pm on June 11, 2020 will be considered for this 
year’s publications which will be out on July 9, 2020.

A brief story, fifty-five words or less, with  
a headline no longer than seven words.
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Local Restaurants with Alternative Dining Options

The Berry Stop
Corner of Stowell & Hwy 101, Santa Maria

Mon-Thurs 10am-6pm · Fri-Sat 9am-6pm

Local, 
Sweet, 
Delicious

From Our Family to Yours

CALL or TEXT TODAY 
805-714-6933

We Are Open
Curbside Pickup

We Are Delivering!

Moxie Café
1317 West McCoy Lane, Santa Maria

805-361-2900 · moxiecafe.com

Take Out & 
Delivery
Grubhub

CALL AHEAD ORDERS 
805-361-2900

Featuring Family Meal Kits and Curbside Pick Ups 
Beer and Wine Delivery Now Available.

View full menu at  
moxiecafe.com

 Stay Healthy, stay positive

Las Cazuelas
131 W. Dana Street, Nipomo

enjoy our full menu including 
MARGARITAS & BEER

DELIVERED IN NIPOMO 
(With $25 min. order)

20% off all curbside orders
(With this ad)

805-929-9030
View & order online:

lascazuelasnipomo.com

Willow Nipomo Market & Restaurant
1050 Willow Road, Nipomo

805-929-0322 • Open 7 days: 10:30am-8pm

The Market & Restaurant are OPEN!

805-929-0322

• Local Grocery Market
• Beer and Wine
• Local Delivery
• Curbside Pick up

El Pollo Norteño
1954 S. Broadway #H,  Santa Maria

805-928-9338 · elpollonorteno.comcastbiz.net

Open for Carry Out/ 
Take Out Orders Only

Call in advance and pick up:
805-928-9338

Thank you for your continued support. 
–Sergio Diaz, El Pollo Norteño

Cugini’s
230 E. Betteravia, Ste G, Santa Maria

authentic 
from scratch 
Italian dishes 
and Pizzas 

805-346-1777

We are open for call in orders, 
curbside pickups and deliveries. 

Check our Facebook for daily specials

The Hitching Post 2
Frank Ostini, Chief Winemaker

Hitching Post II Restaurant & HP2 YOU Hitching Post Wines
Buellton · www.HPwines.com

WE ARE OPEN!
Check Out Our Online Menu and Pick Up

Order Online: HitchingPost2.com
Order by Phone: 805-688-0676

Lunch and Dinner Takeout 
Pick up 11:30 am - 7:30 pm

Casa Mañana
1640 South Broadway, Santa Maria

TEQUILA MARGARITAS 
TO GO!

CALL AHEAD & WE’LL 
PREPARE IT FOR PICK UP! 

805-925-8519

Serving beer, wine and all your 
Mexican food favorites to go. 

La Perla Market & Deli
1138 W. Church Street, Santa Maria

7days a week Mon-Sat 3:30am-7pm · Sun 3:30am-4pm

La Perla 
Market & Deli

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

CALL AHEAD ORDERS 
805-922-9001

Pick Up Your To Go Orders & Family Packs!

Burritos • Enchiladas • Chile Verde
Tacos • Flautas • Quesadillas • Tortas 

& Much More 
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BY CAMILLIA LANHAM

While the Cuyama Joint Unified School 
District is providing meals for students 
every weekday during the COVID-19 

school closures, community members are 
working to ensure those students get a second 
meal during the week.
 Monday through Friday, from 10 a.m. to noon, 
any child 18 years of age or younger can pick up a 
meal at one of two locations, according to district 
Superintendent Alfonso Gamino. Those locations 
are Richardson Park in New Cuyama and Santa 
Barbara Pistachio Company store in Maricopa. 
 A little more than 250 kids depend on the 
district’s free- and reduced-meals program, 
according to Blue Sky Center Executive Director 
Em Johnson and Cuyama Buckhorn partner 
Ferial Sadeghian. Blue Sky and the Buckhorn 
are working with community members to try 
to close the gap on hunger when students don’t 
have access to those meals (such as breakfast and 
dinner time) and many area residents have lost 
their jobs due to business closures during the 
pandemic.
 “This is to supplement that lunch program, 
since more than 80 percent of our students rely 
on those free and reduced lunches,” Johnson said, 
adding that closest grocery store is more than 40 
miles away. “Our community’s distance from the 
grocery store makes it even harder.”
 Calling it the Cuyama Valley COVID-19 Relief 
Fund, the community is initially trying to raise 
$8,960 through a kindest.com campaign. The 
Federal School Lunch Program allocates $2.50 
per meal for students, and the goal raises enough 
money to provide one meal a day for 256 kids for 

two weeks. As of press time, the relief fund had 
raised a little more than half of its goal, $4,610. 
 That’s one way to ease hunger pains. Sadeghian 
said another idea to provide some sort of weekend 
meal is still in the early planning stages. She said 
they’ve heard other areas are providing frozen 
meals that families can pick up, several at a time, 
potentially paying for what it cost to make. But 
with everything happening so fast over the last 
couple of weeks due to the pandemic and state 
and regional attempts to delay the spread of 
coronavirus, Sadeghian said they are just trying 
to take it one step at a time. 
 “There are too many things we’ve been hit with 
right now, so trying one-by-one to get through it,” 
Sadeghian said. “The next thing we are trying to 
work on is can we come up with a family lunch 
or a family dinner that would be for a family of 
four at cost. ... Hopefully, we will be able to get 
donations, whether it’s from produce [or money].” 
 Blue Sky and the Buckhorn will be using 
their food and produce connections as well as 
the Buckhorn’s kitchen and staff to prepare the 
meals, possibly even putting produce, staples, and 
recipes together for families to take and make 
themselves. 
 Sadeghian and her partners have owned the 
Buckhorn for a couple of years now, and she said 
they’ve seen a need in their community and want 
to do their part to help. Although the Buckhorn 
was the group’s first foray into hospitality 
(they specialized in design and construction), 
Sadeghian said they quickly realized just how 
important the restaurant, bar, and hotel was as a 
community hub in the past. And they’ve worked 
to build that back up.

 “It is our extended family now. It’s all very 
intertwined,” she said. “Our staffs are working 
in the kitchen. The next thing you know, their 
family comes there to have their meal.” 
 Everyone in the community is doing their 
share, coming together to help, which is more 
than she can say for Los Angeles, where she’s 
currently stuck, Sadeghian said with a laugh. 
 “We’re just trying to do our share of it and also, 
we are the one that has access to food, and we 
must,” she said. 
 Blue Sky’s Johnson said it’s hard to have a 
thriving community if people are hungry. Food is 
necessary for survival.
 “As a small community without centralized 
services, without government, without a grocery 
store,” Johnson said. “We really rely on one 
another.” 
 They are starting to work with farmers and 
ranchers throughout the valley, and have been 
offered donations of staples like grain and 
potatoes so far. They’re just trying to figure out 
the logistics of how to get them delivered, which 
is hard with resources in the state, such as trucks, 
stretched thin as everyone tries to respond to the 
crisis. 
 Another issue they are working through is 
community coordination. How to get the word out 
to residents in the area who may not have internet 

access, cellphone coverage, or cellphone data. 
 “For a community that is so small and isolated, 
it is actually usally pretty hard to coordinate 
and it has been over the last few years, but this 
time ... ,” Johnson said. “Everybody sort of circles 
up in times of need and especially in times like 
these. Having that direct line of communication 
with community members and being able to 
reach people has been a huge strength.”
 Savannah Fox, the Buckhorn’s marketing 
and operations manager, said they’ve also been 
coordinating with the Cuyama Valley Family 
Resource Center, which already relies on food 
distribution from the Santa Barbara County 
Foodbank multiple times a month. 
 “Our main concern was making sure that that 
continues, but not only continues, but increases,” 
Fox said. 
 Part of that includes figuring out who has the 
transportation, trucks and/or vans, to go into 
Santa Maria and pick up the food from the food 
bank and drop it off at the resource center, which 
can act as a supplemental food pantry, as well as 
coordinating grocery store and pharmacy runs 
into town. 
 “We’re arranging hour by hour,” Fox said. m

Reach Editor Camillia Lanham at clanham@
santamariasun.com. 

PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE CUYAMA BUCKHORN

FRESH AND READY: The 
Blue Sky Center, Cuyama 
Buckhorn, Cuyama Valley 
Family Resource Center, and 
other community members 
are working to raise funds 
and food for families in need 
during the COVID-19 crisis. 

E A T S @ S A N T A M A R I A S U N . C O M

FOOD

FED AND HAPPY: Cuyama 
Valley community members 
want to ensure that 
students in need get access 
to a second meal every 
weekday while schools are 
closed for the pandemic. 

Feeding the community
Organizations in the Cuyama Valley look for money 
and food donations to help the rural community 
stay fed through the pandemic

Donate
 Have a little extra cash or some 
farm fresh produce waiting for a home? 
Consider donating to the Cuyama Valley 
COVID-19 Relief Fund. Visit kindest.
com to make a monetary donation or 
email em@blueskycenter.com if you’re a 
farmer or rancher who’s looking to help. 
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Restaurant and Bakery

156 S. Broadway St,
Suite C · Orcutt

(805) 937-1871 

Mon–Tue: 6am–8pm
Wed–Sat: 6am–9pm

Sun: 7am–8pm

Locally owned 
and operated

Come Sati sfy Your Hunger!
We are OPEN!

•  Curbside 
Pick Up

•  To Go 
Orders 

Billy Burger & Deep Fried Burrito
small order of fries & small soft drink of choice

Regular Burger, small order of 
fries & small soft drink of choice

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:

Santa Maria’s Original Fast Food Place!
Sorry, debit or credit cards not accepted

523 North Broadway, Santa Maria • 922-6116

 Exp. 4/2/20 Exp. 4/2/20

$5.98 + tax $5.06 + tax

There’s No Substitute for Quality!
LOMPOC

1413 North H Street

GOLETA (THE ORIGINAL)
5735 Hollister

DOWNTOWN SB
628 State Street

ISLA VISTA
888 Embarcadero Del

SANTA MARIA
985 E. Betteravia

BUELLTON
205 East Hwy 246

MILPAS
216 South Milpas

LA CUMBRE PLAZA
3890 La Cumbre Lane Norte

SERVING 
PATRICIO’S 

PIZZA

Dine in
Take Out
Deliver

Same 
Great 
Pizza!

Same Great Taste!

Featuring
Pizza Inspired by Patricio Arnoldi!

805.937.8976
156 S. Broadway, Ste E · “Old Town” Orcutt

OTO805EATS.com

Same Great Taste!

Featuring

OPEN for Pick-Up 
 and DELIVERY

11am–9pm

 What’s Your Take? We know you’ve got an opinion.  
Everybody’s got one!

Enter your choice online at:  
SantaMariaSun.com

This 
week’s  
online 
poll
3/26 – 
4/2

How are you occupying your time during this pandemic?
m Catching up on movies and books I’ve been wanting to read or watch. 

m Enjoying the extra time at home with my family.

m Going hiking or running as much as possible.

m Cooking, baking, and trying new recipes. 

Get the news 

delivered to 

your inbox!
Sign up for our e-newsletters 

and get the full 
content of our 

papers delivered 
to your email inbox 

FREE every week.
REGISTER ONLINE TODAY

newtimesslo.com
santamariasun.com

PRIVATE PARTIES: 

List your 
FOR SALE 

items  
FOR 

in our 
classifieds!

Send up to 30 words to:  
classifieds@santamariasun.com  
with the subject line: Free Classy

Your ad will appear in print in  
the Sun for 2 weeks! FREE!

Free
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Reach over 150,000 readers weekly from Santa Ynez to San Miguel

Get your classified ad —for Free!
Private parties may run FREE classified ads in the 

FOR SALE and AUTOS/BOATS sections.

Contact us today! (805) 546-8208 or classifieds@santamariasun.com

Be sure to check out this week’s updated 
weekend OPEN HOUSE directory Real Estate Kate Ferguson

NMLS # 328481 |  Loan Consul tant
Office  (805)  361-7203 |  Cell  (805)  331-6204
kferguson@loanDepot.com
www.loanDepot.com/kferguson

Maura Estrada
NMLS # 633243 |  Senior  Loan Consul tant
Office  (805)  361-7205 |  Cell  (805)  310-3157
mestrada@loanDepot.com
www.loanDepot.com/mestrada

YOUR HOME LOAN SOURCE
Patr ick Chandler
NMLS # 632885 |  Sales Manager
Office  (805)  361-7202 |  Cell  (805)  588-2767
pchandler@loanDepot.com
www.loanDepot.com/pchandler

loanDepot.com, LLC  NMLS ID 174457.  Licensed by the Department of Business Oversight under the California Residential Mortgage Lending Act CRMLA 4131040. (042319 201416)

2605 S  Mi l l e r  S t  S te  106  Santa  Mar ia ,  CA  93455

(805) 922-0660 BRE #01275631

5400 Telephone Road, Santa Maria
www.WhyUSAProperties.net

2229 Fallen Leaf 
Santa Maria, CA

Beautifully remodeled Lake Marie home just shy of 2 acres at 1.95 acres. Wake up to views of the hills and 
vineyards . So many options from pool and tennis court. granny unit, small private vineyard for the home 
winemakers. Enjoy the low electricity bill averaging $11 a month paid annually. There is an optional club 
membership available for Lake Marie Clubhouse with pool and bbq area. $897,999 (FA222)

3965 Rigel 
Lompoc

Exclusive listing. Opportunity is knocking! This 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom home is warm and inviting. 
Featuring laminate flooring throughout, remodeled bathrooms, granite countertops  in the kitchen... this is 
a must see!! $409,990 (RI396)

Greco Realty Inc.
805-922-0599 

118 W. Fesler, Santa Maria
Lic. #00892126

FOR RENT

PLEASE DO NOT DISTURB TENANTS!

COMMERCIAL

924 E. Main St., Santa Maria
*1731 sq.ft. of office space
$2,795/mo + $2,795/dep

Detached garage included in lease. 
Plenty of parking space.  

Completely remodeled inside.

ORCUTT
193 Patterson Road 

1bd, 1ba, $1275 rent, $1275 sec. dep.  
Upstairs unit, no garage,  

washer & dryer hook ups inside.

1224 Navajo 
4 Bedroom, 2 Bath 

$2200 rent, $2200 deposit

SANTA MARIA 
500 N. Thornburg #A 

1 bed, 1 bath, $1250 rent, $1250 sec.dep.

500 N. Thornburg #B 
$1250 rent, $1250 deposit

609 N. Benwiley #C 
$695 rent, $695 deposit

Highway Trailer Park 
1022 N. Broadway 

*22 individual Spaces Available 
$1275/month each space 

*Security Deposit Needed* 
RV Parking only 

Rent includes: utilities (water, sewer, community 
garbage bins, 425 kilowatts of electricity per 
month), use of assigned mailbox. Allowed  
to park 2 vehicles within the rented space.

GUADALUPE
4463 Jalama Drive 

3bd, 2.5ba, 2-car garage 
Brand new Pasadera Homes 
1,856 sq.ft. $2600/mo. rent 

$2600 sec. dep. Available NOW.

HAULING & CLEAN-UP
JT’S HAULING

Trees, Debris, Garage Clean Up, 
Moving and Recycling.  Call Jon 
805-440-4207

Home 
& Garden

Marketplace

santamariasun.com

Follow us on Instagram

@SantaMariaSun

@
#
@
#

Santa Maria Sun

@SantaMariaSun
#SantaMariaSun

@SantaMariaSun
#SantaMariaSun

SantaMariaSun.com

Follow us
on social 
media!
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Homebridge Financial Services, Inc.; Corporate NMLS ID #6521 (www.nmlsconsumeraccess.org); 194 Wood Avenue South, 9th Floor, Iselin, NJ 08830; (866) 933-6342.  Licensed by the Dept. of Business Oversight under the CA Residential 
Mortgage Lending Act. Branch Address: 2125 S. Broadway, Suite 101A, Santa Maria, CA  93454; Branch NMLS# 1563650.  This is not an o�er for extension of credit or a commitment to lend.  Loans are currently being closed and committed at 
the expressed rates, however these rates may change or may not be available at the time of your interest rate lock-in, commitment or closing.  All loans must satisfy company underwriting guidelines. Interest rates and Annual Percentage 
Rates (APRs) are: based on recent market rates, for informational purposes only, subject to change without notice and may be subject to pricing add-ons related to property type, loan amount, loan-to-value ratio, credit score and other factors.  

Terms and conditions apply.  Additional loan programs may be available.  This is not an o�er to enter into a rate lock agreement under MN law, or any other applicable law. Call for details. 12/2019 (0120-4873) LR 2020-66

MARTHA A. MORALES
Mortgage Loan Originator
NMLS #260435
Hablo Español† | P: (805) 478-5353
Martha.Morales1@homebridge.com
www.homebridge.com/MarthaMorales

 

MICKEY HELLMAN
Mortgage Loan Originator, Branch Manager
NMLS #244724

Mickey.Hellman@homebridge.com
www.homebridge.com/MickeyHellman

P: (805) 878-3541

*Additional restrictions may apply.  **Veterans with full eligibility can finance 100% of the purchase price of a 1-unit primary home for loan amounts between $144,001 to $2,000,000. Minimum FICO score requirements and other requirements may apply.

†Following submission of your loan application, please note that the remainder of the loan process, including processing, documentation and closing, will all be conducted in English. We encourage 
the use of a translator you’ve provided to assist you.

THE SANTA MARIA BRANCH
2125 S Broadway, Suite 101A • Santa Maria, CA 93454 • 805-900-0568

VERNA NICOLL
Mortgage Loan Originator
NMLS #456761

verna.nicoll@homebridge.com
www.homebridge.com/VernaNicoll

P: (805) 478-7906

FLEXIBLE LOANS
TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE NEEDS

JENNIFER CRUZ
Mortgage Loan Originator
NMLS #1613455
P: (805) 680-1352
jennifer.cruz@homebridge.com
www.homebridge.com/JenniferCruz

CALL US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE OR ANY OF 
OUR HOME FINANCING SOLUTIONS!

YOUR LOCAL MORTGAGE LENDERS

HOMEBRIDGE OFFERS  home financing options that may help you buy or refinance through flexible 
programs that allow for all of your financial needs.

• CONVENTIONAL FINANCING requires only 3% down payment on primary residences.*

• FHA LOANS require a minimum down payment of 3.5%

• VA LOANS for military are available with no minimum down payment.** Can buy with no cash down!

Let our experienced team walk you through the process from application to closing, making your 
home buying journey a pleasant one!
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Centrally
grown

Locally
Owned

SLO County #1 Cannabis

Retailer is now offering

Delivery& Express Pickup at

nhcdispensaries.com

998 Huston Street in  Grover Beach

21+ Adult Use with ID    18+ with Medical Recommendation 
License #: C10-0000388-LIC

P (805) 201-1498

W nhcdispensaries.com

New extended hours

7am-9pm Daily!

15% off first purchase
m u s t p r e s e nt  th i s  ad

— Coming Soon —
slo + morro bay

GARAGE SALES

YARD SALE
Lots of youth clothes, toys, 
tools, books, furniture etc. 
Saturday, April 4th, 7am- 
12pm. 919 Stacy Ann Ter-
race, Santa Maria, CA. Call 
805-455-0751 for more info.

WANTED TO BUY

CASH FOR ANTIQUE GUNS!
Old West, Indian and Civil War items, stone Indian bowls. Private 
collector. 805-610-0903

Follow us on social media!

@santamariasun

#SantaMariaSun

Make your company 
SHINE in the SUN.

Need m� e 
business?

Contact us at 
805-347-1968

or email classifieds
@santamariasun.com
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The Maxim in Real Estate
Successfully Serving the Central Coast

www.BunnyMaxim.com

(805) 878-0807
BRE LIC #00858641

Bunny@BunnyMaxim.com

Charming & affordable manufactured home in lovely Casa 
del Rio Park. Covered porch welcomes you to open great 
room; formal dining; kitchen with breakfast bar; laundry; 
and 2 large bedrooms. Washer, dryer, refrigerator, living 
room & bedroom furniture included.  Detached storage 
building. $44,950  

OWNER FINANCING
Polished, 3-BR/2-BA Toby Ranch home on huge cul-de-sac 
lot. 1800+ SF plan includes formal living & dining, kitchen 
with quartz counters, breakfast bar, open to spacious 
family room with floor-to-ceiling fireplace  adjoins patio & 
backyard views. Master suite has gracious bath with tub/
window seat. Oversized two-car garage + room for RV add 
to the lifestyle possibilities.

1/4+ ACRE LOT

Enchanted estate among the oaks in Tepusquet Canyon features 4-BR/3.5 BA main house plus 1-BR/1-BA guest home, 4-car garage capacity, workshop, corral, tack & hay 
barns,garden building, kennel/pet care quarters. Gracious, private setting, wrap-around composite deck, indoor & outdoor view dining--ideal for entertaining and, serene retreat. $999,999

PARADISE FOUND

For everything 

food & drink, 

read ...

EATS
every week in the

eat  
  up.

SantaMariaSun.com/eats/
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Shop Local  reserve your space today                     805.347.1968   www.santamariasun.com

 STRAIGHTEN YOUR SMILE

Central Coast Orthodontics
1311 South Miller St, Ste. 201, SM

(805) 347-4444

Visit us on Facebook & Instagram.

*Diamond
Plus

Provider

Voted BEST Orthodontist in Northern 
Santa Barbara County 4 years in a row!

Send a book to
a friend or yourself-

Now accepting orders 
for free delivery in 

Santa Maria & Orcutt
call or e-mail for details

Stay safe 
everyone!

EPIC MASSAGE 
327 Town Center West Shopping Center, SM
Across from the mall in the Big 5 Shopping Plaza

805-925-8880

1 HR. MASSAGE
Just $40! 

805-925-8711 • 734-4355
www.oconnorpest.com

805-925-8711 • 734-4355
www.oconnorpest.com

SPECIAL $49 Monthly Service
General Pest Service Only.  Gophers & Rodents Excluded.

One Year Term Minimum.  Homes up to 3,000 sq. ft.

Look for the ANT on the Door
Free Gopher & Rodent Estimtes

Same Day Service M-F
wwwww.oconnorpest.com

Got Gophers? Call Us

1140 E. Clark Avenue · Suite 190
Santa Maria, CA 93455

(805) 925-1678
Our Store Hours
Tues - Fri: 9:30-5:30

Saturday: 10-3
www.melbys.com

Mention this ad for 
a Military discount

Sun’s Best of Winner,
12 years! •  New 

Tax 
Laws 

•  Lower 
Prices 

ARE YOU READY?

Sharon Silveira “The Tax Consultants” 
116 S College Drive, Santa Maria 

CALL TODAY 805.922.0424
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M-F 10AM–6PM • Sat 10AM–5PM • Sun 10AM–4PM

SKILLED NURSING CARE
Country Oaks Care Center – A name you can trust

John Henning, Ph. D. and Sharon Henning, Owners & Administrators 
830 East Chapel Street • Santa Maria • 805-922-6657

John Henning, Ph. D. and Sharon Henning, Owners & Administrators 

Award-Winning Care 
with Award-Winning 

Commitment

John Henning, Ph. D. and Sharon Henning, Owners & Administrators John Henning, Ph. D. and Sharon Henning, Owners & Administrators 

Award-Winning Care Voted Best 
Senior Living 
Community

SUSHI 805

194 Town Center East, Santa Maria (805)922-9900
460 W. Grand Ave. 

Grover Beach 
(805)489-3839

1325 N. “H” St. #C,  
Lompoc  

(805)736-8899

A L L Y O U  C A N  E AT 
S U S H I  &  B B Q

K O R E A N  B B Q  
&  S U S H I

Sake Sushi#2

GIFT CARDS AVAILABLE - AT ALL LOCATIONS!

S U S H I  # 1SA K E

FREE ROLL 
WITH PURCHASE 

CURBSIDE PICK UP 
& TOGO ORDERS

CALL IN TODAY!

se habla español
805-868-0954

Winter Special:
$25 off any service

FREE Black Face Mask
 with $20 Haircut

 FREE DRINK w/ service 
(805) 878-1556

107 W. Park, Ste 105
Santa Maria 

Mon–Thurs 9am–7pm
Fri 8am–8pm

Sat & Sun 9am–5pm 

4850 S Bradley Rd. #D1 | Orcutt, CA
805.938.1965 | backporchfl owers.net
4850 S Bradley Rd. #D1 | Orcutt, CA




